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, Program Board, the University
Student Senate, and several of
Baruch's cultural and ethnic
clubs.
Several members of faculty
also attended the rally, includ-
ing Dean of Students Samuel
Johnson and Acting-Provost
John Mc:Garraghy, who was
recommended' by Michelle
. Payne of the African.Students
Association, the moderator of
the rally, to'serve as "acting
president until a selection
committee appoints someone to
the position.
Over the past seven years,
Smith lias worked closely with
Lewin and other professors at
Baruch in the legal battle to
establiSh the Black and Latino
Alumni Aeeociation. tIJ may be
the pi1~-Lewin aai~· -Wt he
, (Smith) is the·eaptain- of the
movement to eliminate bias at
Baroeh.
·~_P.6·
By RAFAEL OLMEDA
Arthur Lewin, a professor in
he department of Black and
IHispanic Studies, calledfor ~he
installmentofDonaldH.Suuth,
he chairperson of the depart-
ent ofEducation, as the next
resident of Baruch College at
. student rally on May 1. The
-~ly in Room 4' North of 17
. xington Ave. was held to
XpreSS student concerns over
lR.a'1"11ch~saccreditation deferral,
heresignationofPresidentJoel
gall, andthepossibleincrease
n tuition at the college. .
"Now people may" say 'Dr.
nald Smith? 'But he doesn't
avea business degree,"Lewin
ted. "But you know, the last
resident had a business de-
,ee, right? Buthe wasn't tak-
ng can ofbusiness.-
Approximately 200 ·students
tteDded the: r8Dy.' 'n1e' rally
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! Big Donations
from Alumni
Vol. 58, Number 7
Middle States Team
Chair Says "No
Conflict of Interest"
Misinterprets Rules
Intergroup Relations ..
.
Commission Divided;
Smith Resigns in Protest
Group Will Criticize B-School's
Curricular Guidance Department'
•I
1 Student Forum Becomes
, ' . ,
i Smith for President Rally
-----------=--------------1 ----,-'------
I Professors Lead the Cheers
By KENNETH E. BROWN Wertheimer or even let us dis-
Donald Smith, chairperson of cuss the infamous' "Off-white
the department of Education, Paper," saidSmith. Wertheimer
resigned on May 1 from the was widely criticized early this
Commission on Intergroup semester for writing this docu-
Relations in protest of what he ment which in several places
perceived as the commission question~d ~he qualifications Donald H. Smlth,.chalperSonof the
chair's unwillingness to place and mo~vation$ ~f the ~l~ck Education Department. . .
blame for the college's race re- and Latino Alumm Assoaation . . .
lationssituation 8 a t the highest leaders. ofthecommission. "Hef~ltthat
levels of the administration." '-nrisjustpl'OvesthatAddison a number ofminority repoJ1s
Commission chairperson .(Gayle) is a company-man: would take away from the hard
AddiJlonGayle,adistinguished .' Smith:said. . work of the ,Commission. and'
pri6seor·ofEJigHsh could not Admini~tion,sourc:es~d would,~.the!n~tyoC
bereeehedforCOlDJlientbypress other'membeJisof~heCom1Dls- the mam report, S8ld ODe
time. sionsaidtbat Gayle wanted to member.
-rile c:hairpe1'8Oll·'Wou1d not issue. atrong, bUt··mUfied re-
let us'interview Vice President port8Up~by all ~mbers
.'By KENNETH E. BROWN almost one calendar year after By EDWARD ASANTE '
The chairperson ofthe Middle bechairedtheMSA'sevalu~tion! The' Board of Trustees of the '
States Association evaluation team at Baruch. Bonaparte is: City University ofUniversityof
team denies there .was a con- cUIT~ntly the prov~t an~ vice i New York has agreed to grant
flict of'interast when he applied president ofacadenuc affairs at : recognition and a separate
for the position of Baruch Col- Bentley College in Massachu- ! charter to the Black and Latino
lege provost and vice president setts. ad-hoc Alumni Association
of academic affairs in January In the April 25 issue of The : amidst fears that major con-
1990. The provost search com- Ticker, it was reported that: tributors te the BaruchCollsga
mittee accepted T.R. Prof~ssor J?-~es G~yot of the fund will withdraw their sup-
Bonaparte's application, buth~ public administration depart- port to the school.
withdrew it after MSA notified th d h ed th t h MSA
Baruch College of the deferral ::rt:ncB~ch c:n:g: and seve~y=:se:~Ohga:~:~~ M 'b llh8 BI ell & L tl AI' nl·,~_....·~2'::'\;):":
of its accreditation. ·t b t t" " em ers 0 ., a ,a no, umn' ~ciatlon, including
1 ~ suosequen ac ,~ons were I the BLAA and Baruch college their lawyer David,Cole(far left),;
Bonaparte chaired the eight- tain~dby ~hathe VIewed as a II' overtheuseofthecollege'sname Association, Richard Goldberg, the Center for Constitutional
member MSA evaluation team fl ct f +- t d b
con 1 0 inter es cause Y i for the formation of a not-for- expressed concern over the' Rights, who represented the
that visited Baruch College on Bona~al"~'s application. In 1 profit,separatealumniassocia- possible loss of alumni contri- BLAA, said, "I think this is a
November 12-15, 1989. The GU!ot SVIew Bonaparte was : tion that will operate independ- . butions. "I can tell you that my complete victory. It is unfortu-
team issued a 37-page report ~ki~g~vaI)tage~thefactthatjent·ofthee~ting.Ba:rochCol-conversationswith subs·tantialnate that it took So long for the
. which" praised Baruch's aca- his~sreportrecommended!Iege AlumniAssoeiatfon. . contributers to the BaruchCol- college to vrealtze that they
demie environment but recom- thehinng of more black and! In a decision that wasreached lege Fund.lead me to believe should not discriminate.", Colemendedchange:sinth~c~l1ege's Latinoadministrators,andthat I onApril24,thetwosidesagreed that they will withdraw their called Goldbergs fears, "petty
student reten~on policies and Bonaparte_stoodtobenefitfrom! that, Baruch" College will pro-suPPOrt. if this _outrage is per- bac.bititltf:~andwent<>-Il~sayhiring.p~ces. - . " '. that"~.he~~.~~~•.• "" r" yi:~~,,~suppprtforthenew"" ~toocc:ur--~~~9:- ¥:~t:llA:-:BC.A~.:.ta".'La.~t.- .~!dirig~.theMSA~Gnd- 8J lYas.~ot involvedm JJ'l}sus- I OtPiDzation"~tenn~··of.mc:e"· '.~Jott~J~-.~_~~.~, '-~'J:~-J~.!y!;~~~~::~~~~- , .
boo1l-fcirChau-uag&HostingAn ,ian informationusedinthe .' ,.-' . -'. "-' '---' , '. 1 _ tlie·'BT"N"'.'S8id~~"·-""~."""'-'-- Cf.m~a"noronpr;..white - '--~~~~.~~-~~~~~~~~~J~~:~~~~=_~
. -- of~'ewhJatiOnte8Jir can ton- .aSserts tFiaf~-onils-jiOsi-' i a $5'O()()aa,,~:~t.l'he .~. :to t1ie·~otTrustees. ' . '~Yi~Pi:esiae~-~~}::
sult or be-otherwise employed tion was no~ possible because I cOll~'Win8lSo,*':~~aptiOn; He~upIe~~the~1Jaath&- .~~ steWti~~tJ.w~r, , '
at an institution which !te or he'~ppli~wellafterhesubmit-j feeso($15,OOQ anel attorney's ,~asbeenleftout~~be~Il-- ~ct~ecpl~~ nev"r1"8CClg-
sheeYal1liUeG,:fora penodof ted the team'sreporttotheMSA I fees of $22,000. It was'also tiona.- ~.~smJ!!edfilie" ,mzea tire f~bilit.Y-t;c)·_~a
one year. central staff On Dec:em~19~ i agreed that the BLAA adhere "threat" by saying that-the separatecha:rterfortheBLAA.
'1 don't see iteas a conflict," 1989. 'Bonaparte submitted his I to all CUNY and Baruch by- BLAA.is willing towor~ with We~l.abideby the l~tter.and
said Bonaparte in a telephone 'application to Baruchon Janu- /laws, policies, rules andregula- the BCAA but Goldberg IS -an the~mtofthe agreeme~t~d '
interview" -My interpretation ary 13, 1990, but withdrewiton I tions applicable to all Baruch impeding factor to any mean- I extend my best cooperation In
of the standard was that it re- or"about April 6, 1990. I College Alumni As~ations" ·ingful working relations.·
ferred to an academic year." 8J withdrew theapplication including the policy that any David Cole, an attorney at
Bonaparte assumed that if he when IfoundoutthatJoel Segall significantfund raisingbe done ---------------------
was appointed as provost at , resigned as president: he said. by and through the Baruch
Baruehit·wouldbe in the Fallof 81 was notasked to withdrawby College fund and not by the
. 1990, the- next academic year Segall or by Middle States." BLAA.
after reporting his recommen- In a letter to the Board of
dation to the MSA's Commis- Continued. on Page 5 Trustees the president of the
sion of Higher Education, and l.existingBaruchCollegeAlumni
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evening students knew about
the referendum. Furthermore,
no one could recall seeing any
campaigning effort on the pari
of the ESSA. The referendum
reportedly cost the ESSA $800.
Carroll Robins,' the elections
committee advisor said that as
of Saturday, "No one from the
evening government has con-
tacted anyone from the elec-
tions committee about the re-
sults."
Neither the graduate student
activity fees nor the evening
student activity fees has been
increased since 1968.
LOWER COUNCIL
BEE CHEW (USA) 199
HAYDEN GREENE (USA) 240
.KURTISON R. LYNCH (USA) 257 .
ROXANNE RAMKISHUN (USA) 222
CHIVON'THORNHILL (USA) 201
CHUEN HOONG WON·G (USA)' .164
the Graduate Student Assem-
bly. TheGSAistheonlyorgani- .
zation that exists where gradu-
ate students can express their
needs and concerns to the Bar-
uch Administration.
The ESSA,.also by referen-
dum ballot, proposed a five dol-
lar increase in evening student
activity fees. 131 evening stu-
dents' voted against the In-
crease. 74 voted for it. Since
less than 10% percent of the
eveningstudentbody voted, the
referendum would not have
passed anyway.
According to sources irrsolved
in the elections process, few
STUDENT ACTIVIT( FEE INCREASE REFERENDA
.. .
EVENING SESSION DAY SESSION GRADUATE
YES. 74- ,cf~131, YES· 354 NO • 690 YES.- 435 NO· 585
UPlER CO-UNCll
SHIN S. CHE (USA) 229
ALAN FI~LDS (USA) 248
ADAMGROU~KI (UP) 222
JAMES LEE'(U~A) . 291
CARMELA MORml (UP) 1~O
TAT SENG 001 (USA) 234
SHERMEl SKERRITT (USA) 199
VENECIA 'TRINID~D (USA) 247
by RAYMOND
HOOGENBOOM'
'Iwor~ferendaproposedby the
Graduate Student Assembly
and the Evening Session Stu-
dentAssembly were voted down
in the may elections last week.
The GSA proposed a$10 in-
crease In graduate student ac-
tivityfees. Theballots were sent
bymail toall graduate students.
585 ballots were returned
marked"No," 435 werereturned
marked "Yes".
GSA President Lisa Lemire
said, "The referendum failed
because graduate students are
unaware of the importance of
DEIANDRO WILSON (USA)-666
DENDRINOS PANAGI.$(UP)-372
WILSON SHUM (USA)-6-40
ANDREW LAZAN (UP)-414
VICE PRESI'OENT
APOLLO MATHEW (USA)-668
HEIDI STECHMAN (UP)-368
TREASURER
LLOYD JAMES (USA)-UNCQNTESTED
By RAFAEL OLMEDA and DSSGagenda. "Weare the key
JEAN SETO . to opening the door for the stu-
Candidates from the United dents at Baruch. We areonlyas
Students for Action party were powerfulv.as strong, and as
elected into every contested unified as Baruch students are.
position of the Day Session Unless they. see issues such as
StudentGovernmentin theMay keeping tuition low so that our
1-3 student elections. . children in the future' may be
Wilso~ Shum, vice president able to go to college, representa-
ofthe DSSG, defeated his oppo- tive hiring to produce role
nent, Andrew Lazan of the models for those who have been
United People's .party, by 226 disadvantaged, and the need to
votes, and will become presi- be involved at Baruch, unless
dent this fall. The fina1 vote they see these things as impor-
count was 640 votes for Shum tant, we cannot help them,
and 414 votes for Lazan. because they have to take the
"We've just corne out of the initial step,"
woods and there's.a mountain An element ofnegative adver-
in front of us," Shum said. tising during the campaign be-
Lazan felt that he had a posi- tween the USA and UP parties
tive impact on student govern- came when a flier was distrib-
ment in spite oflosing the elec- uted among students by the UP
tion. "DSSG now realizes what party accusing the USA ofmis-
the students' real needs are," management of funds and ne-
Lazan said. glect of foreign students and
"I've never made so many racial issues.
friends in three days in all my "I am upset over what they
life," he added. were doing," said Delandro
Other winning candidates Wilson. "It's a bunch ofchildish
-- -- _. were--Apofto--Mathew, who de- - accasations." ~--
feated Heidi Stechman (UP) for On May 3, the last day ofvot-
the position of vice president, ing, the USA party circulated a
and Del~droWilso?,. who was flier attacking the UPs cam-
. eJec~ Into the position of ex- paign.Indicatingthat"theideas . ..e.euj;iJLe~e~QVerhis..QPI"'::_~by the UP party are :~h~ORSAND THE VAN~U1SHED; flllm left to right: v.nison Shum; Andrew Lazan. and Apollo
nent, l!P candidate Dendrinos stolen from UsA posters: the PlrDto ",Rilla.' Ihtt",u.
Panagis. .'. flier accused "UP has no true . . .ti~;::[:~~':'~ ..~=':.m::;~ ..EYENING AND-<GRADUATE
down by 336 votes. The fundsby"iridiciitrng~tbat-hisaceuSa-" ._-' . ·-c ., -~._..... , c...:. .....==-:-=~-=.~:-:-~.....- ". . -' ;'.' '-' ~;". .~t~~n=:;=~~~' ~=':;:::.~~S;hJ.';,:v~~ STUD'ENTS .'VOTE: AGAINST-
dents, for expanSlon ofthe Dis- Lazan later Indicated that he -' .
abledStudentsServicesdePart- did plan on being involved with FEE' IN'.CR'EA"SE'.
ment., and the development of student government next year, . . '. .- ..
multi-c~ltural student events although he had no specific .'
and programs. plans on where to apply his
DSSG President Sean Mason energies.
filed an appeal with the Stu- "A little over 1,100 people
dent Election Governance and showed up to vote," Apollo
ReviewCommittee to nullifythe Mathew said, "and that's why
vote on the referendum. h- I'm not as ecstatic as I should
cording to Mason, the reasons be. I guess the sense ofapathy.
for the proposed fee increase in this school hasn't dampened
were not displayed on the com- me, butit surely makes'me feel
puter sereen usedby voters, nor for the students that didn't
were they encouraged to read really care. I 'don't like that at
the fliers at the election tables all."
which fully explained the pro. Lloyd James, who ran unop-
posal. Masonfeels the students posed for the position of treas-
did nothave adequate informa- urer, indicated that his plan
tion on which to base a decision. was to "spend more time on the
Shum expressed the need for issues," and "to establish the
student involvement as critical treasurer's role as more respon·
to the success of next year's sible,"
.: .;
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matical skills and to expose
them to the existing and grow-
ing number of opportunities
available to them in many dif-
ferent fields utilizing math.
The program promises to
.increase the amount ofinterac-
tion between students and pro-
fessors as they closely work
together on special research
projects and implement intern-
ships that will allow students
to use their mathematical
knowledge in businessenviron-
ments. It will also provide pro-
fessors involved in the project
with an opportunity to create
courses which will allow stu-
dents to more effectively use
math inbusinessas well asother
applications. .
The group will be working in
a separate lab in the Educa-
tional Computer Center at 360 .
O.,,.\r A...enue South An dj
.a. ~ .... .loa_ YOI:' "-"Iya.£ , a a-
cent room will be available for
BARUCH RECEIVES
RESEARCH GRANT
By LUISA.RESTIVO
The National Security
Agency and The National Sci-
ence 'Foundation have ~ven
Baruch College grants to launch
a three-year program on the
development of the Algebraic
Number Theory Group aimed
at focusingon minority students
who have displayed a mathe-
matical ability.
The aim of these two federal
agencies is to boost the number
, of minority students who re-
ceive PhD's in fields related to
mathematics and science by
supporting them while they are
in undergraduate programs.
The Baruch College Fund and
The· Dean of Liberal Arts and
Science have also made contri-
butions to finance the project.
Baruch Professors Carlos
Moreno and Mark Sheingornof
the Mathematics Department
explained that the. advantages
ofthe program will be a unique
opportunity for minority stu-
dentstostrengtbentheirmathe-
BARUCH' TO GET
NEW PHONE SYSTEM
'By EDWARD ASANTE internal transfer of calls with-
The Office of Campus Plan- out operator assistance; speed
ning and Facilities announced calling; call pick up; three-way
that Baruch College has signed conference calling; authoriza-
. a contract with New York Tele- tion codes for long distance
phone toinstall anew telephone access to qualified individuals;
system in the school to be op- and better managementreports
erative as ofJune 1990. for better administrative con-
The new system will improve trol.
the existing telephone system Kenneth Jockers, who is also
by adding some more features a member of the Telecommuni-
andacquiringa largerandmore cations Committee, said that
efficient switching system. "the new system will be more
According to a memo issued economical" in the long run
to the Baruch community by because Baruch will nothave to
the Telecommunications Com- pay anymileage charges, which
mittee of the Office of Campus are the costs of operating the
Planning and Facilities, ~ew phone lines between the Bar-
York Telephone Intellipath II uch buildings, and will allow
was chosen as the college's in- the school to maintain a de-
terim telephone solution be- tailed record of all calls.
cause it provides immediateand Jackers went on to say that
long-term benefits in our pres- Campus Planning will be dis-
ent campus." tributing sheets for itemized
The present telephone num- long distance calls in order to
bers will be changed and ac- monitor calls. According to
cording to Michelle Epstein, a Epstein, this is not an attempt
memberofthe Telecommunica- to limit calls but "It is a matter
tions Committee, the 447 ex- of being conscious and honest
change has been assigned to all since there is integrity involved
the Baruch buildings north of anditsplacedon the user." This,
East 23 St., while the 387 ex- she said, is necessary because
. change has been assigned to the system hasthe capability of
buildings south of East 23 St. providing Station Message-
The current college telephone Detail Recording, which is an
directory will alscbe updated to itemized listing of numbers
reflect the new changes. called, time, date and length of
Alphonse Zatorski, the asso- call.
ciateQireaor-6tRehabilitation u. - ,. .Zatcrski sai.d that he5s not
and Construction,~dthat"the exactlysureofthe dollaramount
new system has more lines and the school will save but there is
more .user features and that is an initial cost of $48,643".50 for
the main ..~ why 'the ~~w. the installation "Of'the systetn
system is being installed." He but this cost wlll be offset by
went on to say that the 505 reduced costs per line.
exchange currently has more The current telephones will
features than the 725 exchange not be changed andhoth rotary
and that the new system will and touch-tone sets will con-
"give better services to all areas tinue to be operational but ulti-:':,. ._ ......._."P........_-'.""-;"'~"""
of the school." mate replacementofrotarysets
Some of the new features of is being considered by Campus
the new telephone system in- Planning. It is not yet known if
c1udeanintegrateddialingplan anew wiring system will have
which will enable a call to be to be installed or ifthe present
made from any campus exten- lines can be expanded or addi-
sion by dialing four digits; call tional lines needed, because a
forwarding within the campus; survey is currently under way.
LEARN ITALIAN IN ITALY
Courses in Italian are being
offered this summer to students
who want to study in Cortona,
Italy. Study & Have Fun In
Cortonais offeringintroductory,
intermediate, 'and advanced
courses in language and con-
versation, as well as courses on
culture and art, Italian syntax
and literature, Cortonese art
and culture, and book binding.
Classes will start on June 27
andwinendonJuly23~cias.ses
are 'held from Monday through
Thursday, with the exception of
Friday, June 29, when there
will be regularclasses. Onother
Fridays, students will visit
various sites and cities in Tos-
cana.
Weekends are left free for the
students to travel alone or with
friends. Accommodationshave
been made in a hotel and re-
stored convent for double-room
occupancy with bath, breakfast
ineluded. There is an optional
lunch plan Monday through
Thursday.
Application forms are avail-
able from RosaAmatulli at(516)
568-1207. Admission is contin-
gent upon recommendations
and interview.
The cost is $2,580 which in-
cludes airfare, motorcoach to
and from the airport,
accommodations, languageand
conversation courses, all books
and course material, and Fri-
day excursion transportation.
Scholarships are available.
Deadlinefor application is May
25, 1990.
BCAA
HONORS GRADS
The Baruch College Alumni
Association will honor the
graduating class of1990 with a
gala musical extravaganza on
May: 29, 1990 at 6 p.m. Enter-
tainnumt for the event will be
- provided ~y James Cannings
88" and his Reggae Band and
Miche Braden, a singer, com-
poser, and keyboardist,
The master of Ceremonies for
the evening will be DJ Eddie
O'Jay.
Admission to the event is free.
It will be held at the main audi-
torium at 17 Lexington Ave-
nue.
A reception will immediately
follow the event.
For further information con-
tact Program Chairperson
Garland Core, Jr. at 212-505-
5897.
Closing for Ads:
August 25
Next Issue:
First Week of the
Fall 1990 Semester
Library Holds
Contest
Registration for the Summer
Session will take place on
Monday and Tuesday, June 4
and 5. Classes will run from
Thursday, June 7 through
Thursday, July 26. TheSched-
ule of Classes is posted outside
the registrar's office, room 203
in the 24th Street building.
Are you going on vacation this
summer? If you are, you can
have your picture displayed in
the Student Center in the Fall.
Just wear a Baruch College T-
shirt or sweatshirt and take a
picture in front of a recogniz-
ablelandmark. Senda3x5color
print with your name and loca-
tion of the picture attached to:
Baruch Goes On Vacation
Baruch College Student
Center .
137 East 22nd Street
New York, NY 10010-5595
This is not a contest and there
are absolutely no prizes. Pho-
tos will not be returned.
SUMMER
.
SESSION
BARUCH GOES ON
VACATION
'In celebration of National
Library Week April 23-27 Bar-
uch College pulled out all the
stops. It sponsored a Desert
Island Book Contest in which
students were askedifthey were
marooned on a desert island
wi th just one 'book;' what book
wouldyou want, and why? First
prize was awarded to John P.
Sullivan, a senior who selected
Hemingway's SHORT STO-
RIES. Sullivan was awarded a
$200 gift certificate from Bar-
...nesand.N.ol>Je!~n,4priz~ .was
. tiedbetweenPatnclaD. O'Brien '
andMichael S. Ujkas. A total of
41 essays were submitted, the
entrants representing all four
undergraduate classes.The
Highlight of the week was the
library's first annual book give-
,.,.._.- .. ,
. away. More th8ri.600voliimes,
donated by friends of the Li-
brary, were available to patrons
who signed a pledge to read the
book selected. A total of 332
pledges were handed in. The
prevailing response was one of
enthusiasm, with requests that
the program be repeated, and
the library hopes to comply..
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CUNY BOARD CHANGES
GRADING POLICY
-
The City University of New
York's Board of Trustees voted
to revise CUNY's grading pol-
icy at its April 23 meeting.
Effective Sep.tember 1~ 1990,
only a student's higher grade
for repeated failed courses will
be computedin theirgrade point
average.
The change was made to rep-
resent students' overall aca-
demic achievements more ac-
curatelybyreflecting what they
have learned.
The resolution, recommended
by the Board's Comrnitteeon
Academic Policy, Program and
Research, states "That when an
undergraduate studentreceives
the earned academic grade of
'F' or an administrative failing
grade, and that student subse-
quentlyreceivesagrade of'C' or
better, the initial grade of 'F'
will no longer be computed into
the Grade Point Average. The
'F' will remainon the transcript.
The number of failing credits
that can be deleted from the
grade point average shall be
limited to 16 for the duration of
the student's enrollment."
TICKER TAKES
CHEMICAL BANK OFFERS
FINANCIAL ADVICE
INSIDE
2 • Ticker News .~ May.10, 1990
ChemicalBankoffers thecIass
of 1990 the following tips on
how they can strike a fi~an­
cially-sound balance between
their short-term and long-ob-
jectives.
-Investigate banking options.
Some banks offer incentives for
recent graduates.
-Consider lifestyle changes.
The start of a new career is a
hectic time and young profes-
sionals must consider how fi-
nancial management will fit
within that lifestyle.
-Explore credit options- Credit
is an important option to the
class of 1990 and it can con-
tinue to be, provided they bor-
r6W wisely. Many banks offer
.graduates creflit cards for ,hort-
term borrowing needs or a re-
volving line ofcredit for longer-
term needs.
-Plan for the future. Consult-
ants suggest that young profes-
sionalsin their20's begin build-
ing for their financial future at
a rate of $100 each month and
then steadily increase their
savings allotment as their ca-
reers advance.
Baruch Rally
,
May 10, 1990 • naer News. 5
ProIBSSDr BrtlJur Lewm
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BLAA
r:,
COJJIiI&aed from Front Page
the spirit of c:oDstruc:tive dia-
logue.' Commenting on the
statement made by Goldberg
on the possibl~ lOSs offunds to
the college, Wertheimer said, err
don't know ofanybody who has
suspended contributions to the
fund. We just raised more
money in the annual appeal for
funds,"
There are also fears that the
formation oftheBLAAwillfrag-
ment the existing alumni.
..
Math Grant
Continued from~ 2
students to work with profes- tute will be assisting in the
son. An· exclusive feature of project.
thislabisthatitwill be equipped Interested students are ad-
with fourSunSystem worksta- vised to telephone Baruch's
tions which are highly modem- Mathematics department at
ized computers that offer so- .725-4467 and speclfically refer
phisticated programs with tre- to The Algebraic Number The-
mendous power and flexibility. ory Group.
Louanne Kennedy, associate Sheingorn exclaimed, «Weare
provost, stated-Wehopeto.have going to try to go to other grant-
the lab open to students byJuly ing agencies and get more
1. The lab will also be open to money for equipment, more
all students under the supervi- money for students, and more
sian of the ECC but il priority moneytobringinoutsidePeGple
will be given tostudentsidenti- who will work with these stu-
fied under the grant. The Sun dentsandwiU try tocreatemore
System will proYide students opportunitiesforthem.- Moreno
with that cutting edge technol- see's this project as, -noing
ogy._ something cOncrete and defini-
The professors administering _tive to help-mmoritj'students".
this program are Sultan Catto ~aestepsareapositivebreak­
of the Natural Science Depart- through in improving the mi- -
ment and six matheinaticSpro- nority situation.'
fessors from B8!1JCh, A}vany The program comes 'amidst
Rocha,BruceJorUan,Jonatban the c:ontroversies plaguing
Huntley, David Tepper, Carlos Baruc:h'sminoritystudentsand-
Moreno and Mark SbeiDgorn. thea~abilityofminority fae-
In addition, Prof. Peter Orland ulty.
of Virginia Polytechnic: Inati-
.<...
either party ofanyalleged con-
flictorpotential contlictofinter-
est.-· The letter also states that
Bonaparte has sinee admitted
tothem thatheinterpretedtheir
rules incorrectly.
Simmons· letter also implies
that the MSA staff requested
that Bonaparte withdraw his'
application.
Bonaparte Response
ContimUd from Front Page
segall had stated in tl1e past
thatheassnmedthatBonaparte
_ had questiooed the MBA staff·
- about the propriety ofapplying
for the position. Butin a lette!
dated April 19 from MBA ex-
ecutive «tiledor' Howard Sim-
mons to Guyot. it is writte~
-'The Commiaion (of Higher
Education) neither had knowl-
edge ofnor was·it informed by
Smith Resigns
ColItinued from Front Page _
Smith says that he recom- Barbara Lambert, the director
mended that two officers in the ofthe SBPA's Curricular Guid-
School eX BuSiness and Public anee Office.
Administtatioobefuedbutthat The Commission has _~ssued
-Gayle led the diseussions to its draftreport to PresidentJoel
defeat this proposal. Other Segall-and to other administra-
members say that Smith pro- torsb~tthereport'scon.tentand
posed that all administration specific recommendations are
officials on the level of dean or not known as of yet. .
above resign before the next -nus (the resignation) was
semester. The two officials to myminorityreport,-saidSmith.
whom Smith is referring are No other members of the Com-
widelybelievedtoHarryRosen, mission have resigned..
associate dean in SBPA, and
J
- ----_._---
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(Student
Three positions available.
No experi ence neccesary
..
We will train von on state of the art
-
equipment.
Easy mobility into editorial positions
Add something itnpressive to your r-esume.
\
I
~
--------~
Layout designers for next semester to work on
Aldus pagemaker and Microsoft Word
....
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OP~EDS
pool of talent. WhIle I can under- .lege degree's. Many' of whom
stand the' need for role model- find it possible, although diffi-
ing, is it right to do it at the cult, to be accepted in a western
expenseofall thestudents. Even culture, and still beable to keep
the students that lobbied for .their identity and learn about
the -representative hiring" will their history. Those people who
eventually be shortchanged by cons~derthis ~fficultmu~tonly
notgetting~best, butgetting . consider the diverse ethnic cul-
the most qualified. out of few tureofBaruch~dNewYorkas
people. If those students ·have ~ whole..Et~s suc~ as Ita!-
difficulty getting a job because lana, POlish,Irish,Chinese, VI-
Baruch ts bad academic etnamese and others have had.DaC~ .ge a urIS bl doi . M
re utation,ortheprofessorspay no pro ems omg It.. ~yre~ectsthe pay ofa non accred- cultures have be~n doing In .
itedcollege, I hope theyremem- almost every continent for t~e
ber their lack ofthought for the !ast thr~ thousand years. It IS
rest ofBaruch. . .. Interesting that the~oupsthat
Th . has been a lot ofactivity . have done the best thiswesu:rn
in ~~ Afro-American Baruch .Christian culture, even ~th
community, much c# it good, large ~ou~ts of persecution
of ·t bad. Many clubs are that still exists, are those cul-some I I h .' .
getting involved into educa- turest?&tp ac~~emp asis m
ti nal rograms learningabout education,fanuly and com~u­t~eir teritage' customs and nity. getting the best education
background these are the one can get, has been the call-
people whotIrlnkconstruetively . ing cardofthe groups that have
and will probably do well in the done well, learn from that.
futur U fortunately ·theirare The DSSG should try to learn
thoseea:t feel that bate is a from this as well. For the last
bette .way to learn about them- couple of years they have bent~lve:.Theyfeel it is better to befo~ s~al i~t:erests before
h te the white man and the considering the Interests ofthe
Eurc roots of them. They majority of the students. Much
uropean . d I bbvi . hfeel that the black population funding an .0 ymg time. as
should reject the European ~n on getting a sm~l1er sec-
education. Meanwhile the grow- tion ofprofessors, paying thou-
ingblack middle class are com- sands of dollars for ~~rs
posed of black people with col- that downgrade the entire CIty
ofNewYork.Theyhave learned
well how to get reelected and
ThI opinions .xpr.._ ~ .... OJ~ of the indiwidnll . ',' ·'cse who don't' have to, are
writl'" and do nOt n•••arily,.,' TIll ncar 1111- ;!areiDterestedincausingp~
torial stiff. Th. TICker only"'••, in.. lemaforthoee that want tojuat
piacll of naIm... th.n 150warlll for ,..ali.. M*aI.U , .... to learn in school. Hopefully, if
theOp-Ed Pa•••ditor. . they get elected, the future
. COJIlimud OIl P06~ 11 . .
Where do we go frOID here? .
A Time to Move Forward
.Jewish Council Angered
By Jackson'sVisit
Holocaust should never be for-
gotten, and above all never be By ARTHUR LEWIN
subjected to limitations' of any The president of Bernard M.
kind), and -Palestinians should Baruch Collegeannounced that
have a homeland in Israeli ter- he was retiring -amid uneer-
ritory," (the only people that tainty over the schools aecredi-
deserve to live in Israel are tation... The Middle State As-
Israe~i citizens, not people like sociationofCollegesandSchools
his terrorist friend Ararat, who , deferredrenewing the school's
Jesse Jackson can occasionally l accreditation because-of'<con-
be seen with). This is in addi-: cern over high attrition among
tion to not denouncinghisfriend minority students and the
Louis Farrakhan who said college'sperfonnanceinrecruit-
"Judaism is a gutter religion."
How are we going to improve
:race relations at Baruch Col-
lege if we invite known Anti-
Semites like Jesse Jackson to
come?
Setting The Record Straight
Affmnative Action Responds
TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
Speaking as a member of
Jewish Council I am deeply dis-
appointedby the upcomingvisit
ofJesse Jackson, a well-known
anti-Semite, toBaruch College.
Ifinditquite ironic that Baruch
College would invite a speaker
ofhis character the week after
we appointed a council to look
into race relations at the Col-
lege. Jesse Jackson has many
negative things about Jews in
thew past, and is friendly ~th
other Jew haters, and should
not be invited to our college.
Among some of his recent
quotes-are "I am sick and' tired
ofhearing about the Holocaust,
and having America put in the
position of a guilt trip," (the
To the Editor: -
Last semester several issues
of~and~
carried articles which, among
other things, were critical ofthe
affirmative action program at
Baruch College. We, the mem-
bers of the Baruch College M-
firmative Action Committee,
provide this response in order
to clarify information regard-
ing the affirmative action pro-
gram at the College.
The Baruch College Affirma-
tive .Acti9n Plan, which this
committee helped to prepare
and review and ultimately
approved, states the following:
Affirmative action is a con-
cept t1uJt goes beyond equal
employment opportunity and
requJ,reBpositiveaction on. the
partofem~'"toelimi1l4te
di.criminati~n, if any,
whether intentional or not,
make a reasonable effort to see have ended "B" probation,
to it that their students meet brought the Honorable Jesse
these standards. Jackson to thecampus, changed
One ofthe principal factors in the college administration, won
student retention is teaching recognition of the Black and
effectiveness. One of the lead- Latino Alumni Association and
ing factors in overall teaching made the hiring of faculty of
effectiveness is the integration color a priorityin the School of
of the faculty, particularly in Liberal Arts. All ofthis without
schools likeBaruch;where80~ dividing people;' but by bring-
ofenteringfreshman are people ing them together: Latinos,
of color. Of the 118 tenured· Bl ks White Asi Wacx , s, ans, omen,
professors in the business Gays, handicapped, students,
" Baruch school, however, only one is faculty, and enlightened ad-:
••• Black and not one is Latino. ministrators, in short, the en-
tud t Some people are wondering if tire Rainbow.S ens despite these problems, raising What lies ahead? We hope to
the issues may not have dam- be able to extoll the virtues ofhave learned aged the institution byendan- the New Baruch just as loudly·
Eric P. Nachimovsky gering our accrediation. How- as we condemned the injustices
a valuable ever, just the opposite is true.. of the old. But two clouds loom
Without this terrible storm of on this otherwise bright hori-
I "controversy,Baruch wouldhave zone Will the business schoolTo the Editor: supported by the resources of esson ... continuedploddingalong, busi- corne to its Senses and begin to
I would like to correct some the college since that time. ness as usual, ad infinitum. hire Black and Latino faculty
errors and misleading state- CCVI has been funded by Bar- ing minority faculty members The situation here is verybad. and administrators? AlS9, who
ments about the Baruch Col- uch Collegesince 1978, not 1983 andadrninistrators."(New York Amongst the entering Latino will be our next President? As
lege Computer Center for the as your article states. Times, April 5, 1990) freshmen, after five years only Sean Mason DSSG president
Visually Impaired which ap.:. 4. CCVI offers noncredit. Thus, two earth-shaking 11% have graduated. Amongst has asked(Ticker, April
peared in your recent article computer training classes on a 'precedents were set. First, Blacks only 16%emerge degree- 25,1990), "will students or stu-
"Disabled Students Move Into fee-basis to visually impaired accreditation, or rather the in-hand,Asians22%andWhites· dentrepresentativeshaveasay
Action", CUNY Voice Spring people; These classes are not threat to withhold it, is now a 33%, after five years! in the search committee for
1990. free to CU~'"Y students. CCVI powerful tool in the struggle to This year Barueh students President? Will members of
4.. Our name is the Computer does not offer free equipment I affirmatively integrate the fac- have learned avery valuable facultyhave a say? .. Are we
center for the Visually Impaired, consultation and computer ori- .. ulty of the American univer- lesson: they can initiate and going. to go from the frying pan
not "The _Center for Visually entation to Baruch students, as sity. Second, schools must now sustain profound change not into the fire as far ~a new
Impaired Students". CCVI well as braille production of take into account not only only on this campus but President goes?"
serves the visually impaired exams. their academic standards, but throughout-the nation. If we did, we'd have only our-
community as a whole, as well 5. Visually impaired people also the degree to which they . This year the Baruch students selves to blame.
as Baruch and CUNY studertts. do not .use "special" computers. . _. .. .. - . _ .~ __"-._______ _ . ,,_ .
.f=t~!C:;:2~:t~:~~··=:~:;r~!~:~~=E!:-··.· ····Loiiking~ Bac1t~jj1iltCjjltjfge~Career ..
tainly weren't the first student· Computers are adapted with
organization of visually im- enlarging devices or speech . By JOE REISS
paired people. boards. The misconception of: Havingspent the lastcouple
2. CCVI is specifically a the "special" computer handi- : of years being involved in
computer training center for caps -visually impaired people! school activities rangingfrom;
visuallyimpairedpeople. While in 'the job market more than: DSSG, Ticker, clubs, and race
we try to offervisuallyimpaired any disability ever could. : riots, I've developed a few in-
Baruch Students all feasible As many of these erroneous , sights into Baruch. While I
computer-related support, we statementsareattributed tome . prefer' to write on subjects
do not provide readers, as you (even my name is misspelled), I . dealingwith theoutsideworld,
state inyourarticle,asyou state would appreciate your setting . my last op-ed should be about
in your article, or services such . the record straight. When it : Baruch.
as braille literacy, mobility comestodisabilityissues,there I .As many readers'know by
training, etc. is more then enough misinfor-I now, Baruch's accreditation
3. CCVI has been a part of mation without a CUNY publi- ! hasbeen delayed. Even though
Baruch college since it was cation adding to the confusion. ! Baruch is one ofthe top three
founded in 1978, and has been LarissaShmailo ; colleges in the city, and is
capable of beating NYU(a
, school with over 10 times the
tuition and a higher selection
! level) in the number of stu-
against members oTProtected : dents to pass the CPA exam.
classes. ,. The principles of : Why is Baruch's accreditation
affirmative action are eonsis- i being delayed? Because _a
tent with the concept ofmerit numberoffacultyandstudents
andgoodpersonnelpractice- : put their own interests before
that is, to hire, train, and : those of the rest of the school. .
promote the person most These people could have lob-
qualified for the particular . bied for an end to the publish
job vacancy. . or perish doctrine for profes-
In accordance with this state- sors. AtJeast then the stu-
ment, Baruch College conducts i dents would have gotten pro- .
nationwide searches to fill its : fessors who are hear because
vacant positions. Our purpose; of their teaching ability. In-
in doing this is to generate the ! stead they try to get only eer-
broadest applicant pools. pos- I tain typ~s .of ?rofessors,
sible, applicant pools that are thereby eliminating the ~st
representative of women and I teachers ofalargepopulation,
minorities, so that we will be I for the best ofa much smaller
able to choose the best appli-
cants from these pools, Unfor-
tunately, the applic8.nt pools
generatedbysome departments
are not very representative of
women andminorities, notfrom
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They also don't realize how important it is to
get involved in student government. As a
result, we end up with an election that is not
representative of all the students' concerns.
This year the position of treasurer was
uncontested. The next person to hold that
. ..
position may be fully capable of handling it.
That is not what is at issue. What is at issue
is that the office oftreasurer is too important
to leave uncontested. It is hard to believe that
in a one ofthe largest business schools in the
country, only one person would want the
position. "
The DS~G is supposed to represent all the
students, but unless all the students take an
active role in deciding who will run student
governIDent, theirconcerns~lbeignoredin
favor of the concerns of a small minority of
active students.
. .
ProfessorArthur Lewin .commenting on Segall's presidency.
"I withdrew the application when I found out that Joel Segall resigned as
president. I was not asked to withdraw by Segall or Middle States."
T.H. Bonaparte, chairperson ofMSA, denying a conflict of
interests when he apiiied for the position ofBaruch Provost.
"The last president had a business degree right? But he wasn't taking
care of
QUOTES OF THE FORTNIGHT
WEAREONE
CAN YOU SPARE $50?
EDITORIALS
If someone stole fifty dollars from your
wallet, you'd probably be very upset. And
rightfully so. People like for their money to be
spent wisely, if not by themselves then by
someone they feel is trustworthy enough to
handle the responsibility.
Last week students were asked to vote for
who would represent them in the Day Session
Student Government. In effect, we had to
choose who would be responsible for the allo-.
cation of our student activities fees.
Only 1,100 students voted in the elections.
The rest decided that it didn'tmatter who was
put in charge of spending their money. They
gave their money away.
Student apathy has always been a problem
at Baruch. The majority of students don't
seem to realize how important it is that we
express ourselves in choosing DSSG leaders.
l
..
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Baruch now has a new black and Latino result from the establishment ofthe BiAA, it .Rafael A. Martinez
alumni<associationtoaccomodatethosegradu-. is clear that this organization does not pro- office manager
ates who fit into either category. The forma- mote brotherhood except within the tworaces. I ..
tion of such an association had been the It is probable that the BLAa will work in con - ! ~t~~_
bi t f h t tl S b . . . ,~ 1·' . tie . .' ass........,..su ~ee 0 mue eon roversy recen y. u se- Junctl.un ~3.t,n ou.r prc,o~rA.t, 0. :u.n'l.Y\.'1. D.QS0Cl.8 on I ,. ~~:;;..;...:..'. -:
. quently, there is a fear oflosing contributions' but the fact tfratblaek and Latino graduates' --,"_·--··~sIYn-Bernstein
from those 'who are opposed to the BLAA. Any identify themselves with this new group[ I consultant
graduate who is considering this course of rather than the more generic classification,
action should keep in mind that they too at there is the distinct probability that there
one time 'were themselves a minority and will always be an unspoken tension between
should not withdraw support of another mi- the two groups.
nority group that is of another color. Such Nonetheless, it is good for people to iden-
actions, or lack thereof, can only result in tify with their cultures in the context of a
greater animosities between two groups. .melting pot society. The people must focus on
The students and alumni who were respon- what makes their group unique instead of
sible for making the BLAA a reality have propogating the superiority oftheir group. It
assumed great pride in their achievement. is likely that other ehtnic groups will follow in
While this is understandably so, their zeal the spirit of this endeavor and this is what
has .made them overlook the fact that this gives our city it's-distinctive flavor. It's what
new organization is contrary to the concept of prevents our society from becoming cultur-
harmony between the races. Although there ally stagnant.
is no way to measure any discord that might
.~
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them to know that the white
race historically has inflicted
numerous in)~ticeson people
of color, and. .." ,
After a Pause, Ulysses asked
--nmt~s it?" .
I had to admit I eouldn't finish.
·So you're angry at him, but -rha~swhat I mean," Ulysses
you don~t even know what he's said. "I know he has a point to
saying? How can you be angry make. Ifhe doesn't, he has no-
at something-you haven't even business writing. But he's not
read?" I asked. talking to me, because he's not
·1 suppose he does say some- filling me in on the specifics of
thing. He must have a point," 'why, he's so angry. And ifhe's
lnysses conceded. "But what- talking to you,aperson ofcolor,
ever it is, he's not telling me it's not working. You don't even
anything about it." , know what his point is' aside
Suddenly I understood. ffiys- from 'They're killing us.' So rn
ses sat down as I tried to ex- ask again, who is Medina talk-
plain. iI¥ to?"
"You're a unique individual on "Maybe he's talking to him-
this planet, Ulysses. You're a self," I thoughtaloud.
Martian anthropologist leam- "I wish he would! He. sure
ing everything about this soci- doesn't have the right to subject
ety from scratch, Medina me to his own hatred."
doesn't realize that. He's not, .• "So you thirik..."
.."talking to you." "I think Medina should pick
l'Who is be tSlking to then?" an audience and speak to it. If
Ulyssesasked. "I mean, is there he's not going to talk, to me,
really an audience for this kind that's his choice and his right.
of garbage out there?" But he'd better not expect to
"It's not garbage~"I protested. broaden hi~ reader base that
"Tony Medina has a serious way. And if the people he is
point to make~" writing to don't understand,
"So why doesn't he just make thenitdoesn~tmatteriflrispoint
it? And what is his pointJ' is serious or not, ifit's valid or
Heck, rnbet even you 'don't ,inValid. Irhis audience cannot
know." : 1OlJOwhi.reasoning~then 'rony
~ do mow.' Medina'is sp8ak-,. ~iawastiDfhistime.And
ing to pK)pleofcolor. He wanta lDlne. '
At War!!
". '.~ .
- ::.-.
On The Outside
Looking .In
,By TONY MEDINA
The Cutting Edge 0.[the Cultural Reyolution
By RAFAEL OLMEDA
Every tim, I see tl:tat space-
ship hovering outside the sec-
ond story window of the tene-
ment I occupy in the Bronx, I
pinch and slap myselfin a vain
attempt to wake up. But the
dream always plays itself
through. Out of the ship and
ontomyfire-escapecomes Ulys-
ses, the man from Mars.
Last night Ulysses was upset.
"I hate him," he said.'
"Who?" I asked groggily.
"Th~tjerk, Tony Medina."
"What about him?" I became
more alert when he brought up
the writer whoserecentcolumns
stirred much debate andeon-
troversyamong Baruch stu-
dents.
"He~s sOfulI ofbate. He is so
mean, so angry~ so brutal, and
frankly it's getting on my
nerves." I could ten tnysses
was deeplyaffectedbyMedina's~
latest piece.
~t does he say?" I asked.
"I don~tknow."
-what do you mean you don't'
know?" "
C} stopped reiading after the'
, first paragrap}i." he admitted.
. .
.~.,;~':QI,"-~~~,.i:;
trators of these crimes you w111
find the management of New
York~s city agencies clearly in-
tend to hold you personally ac-
countable. You will be ~ on a
daily basis, treated like the Fat
Cat Nichollses and Pappy
Mason's you have read aboutby
wayofthe media. As ifyou were
caught red-handed with the
smoking gun in your hand.
One must realize that the '
relationship between manage-
ment and city employees) all
city employees, regardless of
race, is at best a tenuous one.
It's like management and staff
are adversaries. From the per-
spective of the employee, the
atmosphere is very negative
there is absolutely no apprecia:
tion for a job well done, there is
never any praise given out at
Continued on'Page 12
the search is being conducted.
We may review search files at
the end ofthe search as well. In
addirion, each search is re-
viewed by the school dean prior
to the forwarding of search
documentation to the Affirma-
tive Action Ofticerforapproval.
As you can see, there are sev-
eral levels of review before an
appointment is approved. No
college or university can func-
tion if every faculty member
believes he or she has the right,
and is allowed, to review the
files ofany other department in
the institution. Baruch College
complies with the CUNY re-
quirement of keeping all af-
finnative action documentation
on file for twoyears. In the case
ofthe particular search in ques-
tion, it should be noted that the
applicant who was denied ap-
pointment did not question the
outcome of the search.
Finally, in ,response to the
charge that the Affirmative
Action Office refuses to make
copies of affirmative action
reports available to students,
this is untrue. One copy of all
repOrts is on reserve at the
Library. Iti~apparent that the
placement or additional copies
there would be useful and the
AffirmativeAdionCoordinatOr
will do 80. ,
From the Affirmative
ACtion Cmte.
The Innocent Suffer
By MAx ROWE
.Racism is a mainstay ofliving
In New York now and if you
happen to be a civil servant ,
specifically a black male ra-
. . '
cism IS the environment, the
atmosphere, the element in
which you will have to work.
Afro -American males are os-
tracized within New York City
agencies. As civil service
employees, an employees crimi-
nal record has to be dean in
,order to be hired but black men,
regardless ofhow unblemished
their records may be will be
made to feel like convicted fel-
ons. You will learn what it is
like to work while being kept
under surveillance. Because of
crack there' have been' many
Vicious crimes commited. Al-
though you too may have de-
nounced the drugcrazedpe~-
would lead to a.systematic di- ism asswipe newspaper and
vide and conquer of'Afrikan magazine and bullshit, flunky
Umoja is the Swahili word' peoples and people of the Afri- NewYorkTimesbestsellerbook
for unity. It derives from the kan diaspora, because of the lies, his false advertisement
Afrikan concept of unity, e.g., creation ofmulattoes, etc., eul- genociQal mind-rape lies to cre~ ,
the Afrikan family. When tural imperialism, (i.e., the' ate a mentally entrapped/en-
,EuroPeans began infiltrating taking on of the oppressor's slaved/oppressed, ignorant,
into Afrika and raping, imperi- language), historical, biological unconscious, unaware, illiter-
alizing, enslaving and, subse- and geographical division. All ate people of Consumers &
quently.colonizingherlandand ofthis has further divided Am- Casualties! He has created
people; thefamily structure was kan people and pushed them .Blaekpeople withwhite minds
violated and destroyed. Euro- along to self-destruction and with white trten-ta-li-ties of
pean slaveships, carrying en- annihilation at the hands of greed and hate, of greed and
slaved Afrikans in the hulls of white racist imperial slavemas- hate bent on self-hate, bent on
slaveships, 'dispersed Black self-destruction.
human beings, dumping them ' And so, as weremain Conl-
in middle passage areas known for-ta-bleandcomplacentinour
as the Caribbean Islands. "He has created state(s) of oppression, we con-
Enslaved Afrikans were sumers, we so-called progres-
dropped off on islands such as black people sives, we prisoners of war, the
PuertoRico, Haiti, Jamaica, the white man andhis white power
S If
Dominican Republic, Barbados, with, white structure continues to manu-e -Protection etc. The slaveships further facture and distribute his ma-
made their journey to America minds." chine-gunned genocidal on-
By THOMAS S. REID EI Haj Malik El Shabazz, and the Americas. Eventually, slaughtandattackon people(s)
The recent slaYing of Phil- ' (Malcolm X) we should realize what evolved was a systematic of color; we rush on line with
lip Pannell, the 15- year-old "It is time for us to do whatever rape and .violation of Afrikan ters and oppressors. our credit cards and green dol-
African- American in Teaneck~ 1S necessary ~o protect our- peoples know as "the bastardi- The white man, who is in a larbillswith white peoplesfaces
New Jersey angered members selves." This statement obvi- zation of Mrika." positionofpower~hasusedevery on it, to take our rightful place
of the community. The unjust ously needs explanation, espe- The people directly affected means, everyavenue, andevery on the auction block, to take our
murder should be a symbolic cially since certain members of by this diabolical holocaust vehicle to maintain his domi- rightful place on the chopping
message to all especially par- society are extremely fearful of would undergo a thorough nance over Afrikans and block, to take our rightful place
ents of the community people of color fending for and rapingfi.e., brainwashing and' people(s) of the Afrikan dias- in thegaschambersandelectric
For too long now have we been protecting themselves andtheir conditioning), which would pora. In order for him to main- chairs ofwhite America, 'cause
indirectly allowing police and interests. ' . consist of: 1) enslavement; ,2) .,' tain control, in order for him to' we wants to be at the foot ofour
government officials to lead in The fact is that while the brutal punishment, inhuman keep his power, it is in his best white master, 'cause we can't
the destruction of Mrican- blame should never be placed tortuous acts and/or death; 3) interest that people(s) of color' standourselves, 'cause we want
American and latino males; on the victim (very popular with the loss oftheir concept ofGod, remain mentally enslaved and to lay'down in wooden boxes)
While many have protested the white media, i.e.'Tawana ~ e.g., an Afrikanconcept of God dependerrt upon him for 'cause we want to die...
the murders and rightfullyutil- -Brawley) we have sources to that; _would look likeAfrikan their(our: people's) of color) And consumers are Iriourn-
ized their rightofcivil disobedi- protect our futures. These people; 4) replacement of the existence. Hehasusedhisinfe- 'ers.And. mourners are reac-
ence-byman:hing_to bring.at__sourcesarebooks.andinfonna... . Mn.kan._ God with a God with rioreducational system lies his tionaries. And reactionaries
tentiontothe problem; itseems tion on a rich history bothin .. ~uropeanreatUresanQ aest1iet~ . . ~iiTenOF~te aeiitlieticsucieiis . ·waiNmtil-w!rite-·cops m~··
those who need to listen America and the motherland lCS; 5) the subsequent break- and standards of beauty) lies, '~UitS-rorhoods pump bullets '
attentively(the police) are sud- Africa. This protective covering downofself-knowledgeand self- his geographical map size lies, ~ntoBlackboysbacksandtravel
denly stricken with deafened can also be formed by learning esu:em; 6) t?e break-up of the his' European white American In wolfpacks and rape Black
ears. the problems faced in the past Mrikan ~anul!structure; 7) the history lies, his machine- girls! And we react and mourn
Therefore, with the recent and discovering a.direct COlTe- bastardi aation of Afrikan gunned, ultra-viole(n)t media •
resurfacing of the teaehings of people; 8) the result of which lies.hie piss-entyellowjournal- Continued o~PfUZe12
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havestated that"Italian-Ameri-
can professors... are classified
as a minority and treated as a
'protected class' in the compila-
tion of the school's Affirmative
Action Reports." We wish to
make clear that 1) Italian-
Americans are not a minority
group as recognizedby the fed-
eral government; 2) data on
Italian-Americans are not in-
cludedinour~
mas there are no labor market
availability data for Italian-
Americans (althoughC~ is
trying to find some). It is a
CUNY policy that Italian-
Americans be included in the
colleges' affirmative action pro-
grams.
In response to the contention
that the AfPrmative Action
Office refused a professor the
right to review a particular
department's search files (not
those ofhis own department), it
isourbeliefthat the sero-ch files
are restricted to requests from
authorized outside agencies in
response to bonafidec-.mlplaints
and are not open to scrutiny by
anyone, who chooses to look
t~o~hthem. The Affirmative
ActioD Committee~which takes
its responsibilities seriously,
has, been trained to review
departmental searches whileCOIJliJw«l on Next Page
modity that C'OI1cems me. It is
the uncouth effort by a Cauca-
sian vice-president at Baruch
todehumanize~demoralizeand
strip me of my racial esteem
systematically that concerns
me. True sensitivity can only
be exemplified at Baruch Col-
lege when thereate more black
and1atinofacultymembers, ad-
ministrators and a curriculum
that includes people of color.
As the then chairwoman of the
Middle States Commission on
Higher education accurately
put it, the situation at Baruch
is of "particular distress."
As Segall departs, it marks a
victory in the struggle for a
conducively comfortable Bar-
uch. Blacks and latinos
throughout the college should
view this as welcomed event.
More imPortantly, blacks
and latinos should realize that
the oppressors in their institu-
tional racism do not subdivide
by country but by race. Thus,
with a race first mentality, let
the battlebe won. Let not com-
p1acencybe aDowedin ourfight-
ing spirits. However, let sacri-
fice and commitment decorate
our program for true educa-
tional bDeration. A pleasent
good-bye to Joel Segall.
SChools of Business (AACSB)
according to data collected by
the AACSB. Onlyfive doctor-'
ates went to Latinos:
Thi~ fall one black, 'one
Latino, and two Asian faculty
members" were-lriretHnto ten-
ure bearing positions.' Four of
our 12 newhiresare women. It
is our hope that they will be
productive scholars and good
teachersso that, when the time
comes, we will be able to in-
clude them samong Baruch's
tenured faculty. In the mean-
time) we willcontinue tosearch
for more women and minori-
ties who hold as much promise
as these jWlior faculty.
The question was raised as to
why there are' twice as' many
women at the assistant profes-
sorrankasat the full professor
rank. There are 25 women at
the full professorIevel,41 asso-
ciates, 60 assistants, 6 Instruc-
'tors~ and 21 lecturers. This is
just about the proportion one
would expect to ' find on any
collegecampus. Thati~ittakes
several years of scholarly pro-
ductivity, good teaching, and
service to the college to earn
promotions. Womenare among
Baruch's more recent appoint-
ments and, as, a result, have
not been eligible in large num-
bers for promotion and tenure:
Because we are achieving suc-
cess in the hiring ofwomen we
naturally have a Iarge number
of women at the assistant pro-
fessor rank. Some of' these
women have been promoted
, and more will be in the future.
As with all personnel decisions
stringentstandardsareapplied
so that only the .ost qualified
faculty are promoted.
Regarding the question, of
treating Italian-AmeriCans as
members Of miIiOiiti ~ups,
recent, articles in
.' -' ......'~, ." -":;.' ..... : :-.. ;,
Action
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the spectrum, Segall could not
recruit nor retain black and
latinostudentsandfacultyalike.
Was Dr. Arthur Lewin, a pro-
fessor from the Black and His-
panic Studies Department
,wrong in making an analogy of
Baruch College to South Africa?
A Professor V. Bird, Cauca-
sian, was quoted in the New
York Timesasbeingsensitive to
minori ty students. There is no
reason to disbelive Professor
Bird. However, it is not a sensi-
tivity issue at Baruch College.
Blacks and latinos want to see
" Blacks and
Latinos through-
. out the College
should view this
as a welcomed
event."
more of themselves in front of
the classrooms. Noone is ques-
tioning a Caucasians sensitiv-
ity. However, it is the Cauea-
sian professor who sees me as
an inferior being and/or a com-
ral1abels the college questiona-
'blyracist.Itseemsasifthereis
a racial plot against Black and
Latinostudents, administrators
and faculty members. Also,
must I add that it is success-
fully carried out. It is a widely
held beliefthat Baruch College
conspires to educationally re-
press and frustrate the Blacks
and Latinos in its community.
Segall is no doubt to be held ac-:
countable. The struggle for'
transition at Baruch has now
been strengthened by the
Middle states report arid the
abrupt, but welcomed, resigna-
tion of the "Botha of Baruch."
History has certainly struck a
blow in the college's wheel of'in-
stitutional racism.
Though Segall captained the
team of racists, other players
have played important roles in
their loyalty to the institution
ofugliness. One can anticipate
quiet resignations throughout
the college in the' near future.
They will pin-point the mem-
bers of the team. Segall's be-
nightedness goes a long way, a
characteristic of the man him-
self apparentlyv Amid the tur-
moil, Segall saidthat "concern
about the value of degree cred-
its earned at Baruch at present
is unwarranted and prema-
ture." HowFoolish! Washis an-
nounced resignation warranted
and timely done? In parallel to
Botha, Segall left the scene for
some of the same hidden rea-
sons Botha did-recruitmentand
retention. Botha could not re-
cruit and retain youngsters and
older heads to fuel the apart-
heid machinery. On our end of
An equal (lpporwnw.. t!'TTIp!~er
American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
]
..------
"Segall is 'no
doubt to be held
accountable. "
"perhaps theleastcapable group
of graduates on could
assemble(sic)." He further
stated thata BLAA couldbe the
worse thing that could happen
to Baruch College since open
admissions. What an idiot! The
only acceptable apology is his
resignation. Segall' read this
memo, seven years ago, and took
no action. This certainly impli-
cates him as an accessory to, an
upholder, an overseer of the in-
stitutional racism carried out
at Baruch College. After all, he
proudly stood at the helm while
thecollegeobstructedBlackand
Latino progress. He (Segall) is
the "Botha of Baruch."
It is the first time in the United
States' an accrediting agency
has so emphaticaJ1y questioned
recruitmentand re-tention per-
formances ofa college. Baruch
College is the first to be identi-
fied. This is a fair indication
that the reaccredi tation defer-
SucceedingByD~~
For over 100 years, the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants has been the professional organization committed to
impact~'ng the future of the accounting profession. As an accounting
professional at the AICPA, vou wilt apply your educational '
accomplishments and technical abilities to areas such as Professional
Ethics, CP~, Examinatio,ns and Quality Review.
To what degree do vou measure success? If you are a CPA and are
currently a candidate for a ~1asters Degree, and the AICPA sounds like
the next logical step, v.:e invite you to send a letter detailing your
background to our Recruiting Administrator, Human Resources
AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.
A/CPA
Baruch: A Step
Towards Change.
....,~,.
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By COLIN ROACH
Like Botha stepped down from
the throne ofapartheidin South
Africa (Azania), Segall steps
down from the' throne of Re-
pression Education at Baruch
College. Unarguably, his right-
hand man, Vice President
Wertheimer should accompany
him. It is speculated that
Segall's sudden announcement
on April 4, 1990 of his resigna-
tion as of August 31,. 1990 is a
consequence of the Middle
States report. The accrediting
agency, the Middle States As-
sociation of Colleges and
Schools, reported that Baruch's
rate of student retention and
minority representation of
people ofcolor on its faculty are
appaftmg. 'These findings»
have certainly further legiti-
mized the bias the college holds
against people of color. Wer-
theimercannodoubtbe charged
with settinga racial tone within
the administration. It was he
who seven years ago wrote s
racist memo that became pub-
lic on ly last May.' The resigna-
tion of Segall and Wertheimer
wi th some others are a hope for
a better Baruch.
Segall, spent seven years in
court relentlessly discouraging
the official recognition of the
Black and Latino Alumni Asso-
ciation. Wertheimer, on the
BLAA issue, wrote that the
black and Latino graduates are
a lack ofeffort but because ofan
unavailabilityofapplicants. The
gauge by which we measure the
success ofouraffirmative action
program is not the extent to
which our faculty reflect the
racial or ethnic composition "of
our students but, rather, the
extent to which the C<ITT' to( ,:-o'ition
of our faculty reflects their
availabilityin the labormarket.
It is on the labor market availa-
bility of people of color and
women, not-the racial and gen-
der composition of our student
body,thatour~
misbased.
In some departments the la-
bormarketavailabilityofwomen
and minoritiesis verysmall. For
example, a 1986 study by the
National Academy Press shows
that fewer blacksearned doctor-
ates in 1985 (909 black doctoral
r~ipients)than in 1980 (1,032)
or 1975 (999). An article in the
Decem?er ~989 issue of BW&k
1n-
dicates that there has been a
27% dropin thenumberofblacks
going tograduate school between
1977 and 1985. According to a
1988 report by, the National
Research Council, only 8.8% (or
1,956) of doctorate recipients
who were U.S. citizens in 1986
were minority. Of these, 801
doctorates went to African-
Americans, 556 to Latinos, 511
to Asian-Americans, and 89 to
NativeAmericans.A~
lUl!2lk article cites a similar
number (820) of doctorates
awarded to blacks in 1986; more
than halfofthese were in educa-
tionandfewer than halfplanned
careers in academe. As you
know, about half of BanIch's
faculty is in the School ofBusi-
ness and Public Administration
y~t oQly 32 PhDs in business
Iwere earned by blacks in 1988from nearly half of the 200'-- ' schoolsaccredited by the Ameri-
can Assembly of Collegiate
ContiIaIud 0J1 Patlc 16
The day he was killed, devils
and angels, friends and foes
dashed down to Atlanta.We love
the dreamer, he can'targue back
anymore. He can't point out
our inconsistencies, he can't call
us the names we are when we
behaveaswe shouldn't.We Love
Hi '"m.
Twenty two years after his
assassination, April 4, 1990:
George Bush went down to the
Joint Centers For Political
Studies and said ,"There will be
a black president.". As Bush
spoke that punchline, on his
desk was a memorandum from
Attorney General Dick Thorn-
burgh saying "turn down the
Civil Rights Act of 1990."
The Civil Rights act of 1990
would've restored the laws con-
cerningaffirmative action and
English. Ifyou leave here able
to program a com puter but
become emotionallyunstable in
the face of people other than
your group; you miss what the
university essentially offers us:
the chance to expand our cul-
ture and our security base.
World demographics de-
mand that we have multicul-
tured education and multicul-
turedfaculty and multicultured
ideas. We need this education
to make America better, not to
do someone a favor.
You cannot teach an au-
thentic American history with-
out taking into account those
who tilled it's soil, labored with-
out wages and who's blood is at
the foundation of its existence.
. That should not threaten
anyone of us. ,
I look back at my history I do other civil rights material that
not get.bitter and hate white had been overturned by the
people. It convinces me that Supreme Court.
white people are not superior; "In racism , Jim Crow
black people are not superior. would've called you a name.
People are to be measured by In institutional racism, Jim
their character, their input, Crow Esquire, he went to a big
their work; not their skin color.._ ul!!~~!:Sit)t',J!~ would nev(!r. call
In one of the most moving you a name. He just wouldn't
sections of his speech, Rev. hire you; andifhe hired you, he
Jackson spoke about Martin just wouldn't promote you; and
Luther King, his dream and if so, he just wouldn't respect
what has become of it. you. 'lbat becomes the institu-
-Peoplee~eDr. IQngthe tion.
dreamer who i. dead but.will That'8whyyoucan'tjustreac~
notembraeetbedream wbichis
alive.
Rev. Jesse Jackson delivering address at Baruch.
acts with the will to be free. No
one is free on drugs or drink.
In the infrastructure, there
is somethingaboutmind,morals
and votes. Votes are levers of
liberation. You can't use that
vote if you're tripped out.
Mind, morals and votes. You
can't sit here tonight with the
right to vote unregistered and
be a person of integrity: not
while Nelson Mandela still can't
vote.
Vote and make you're pres-
ence felt." (This would tum out
to be a challenge that few ex-
pected)
In New York, the BOard of
Regents is examining a request
to establish a committeetostudy
whether the social studies syl-
labus should be revised to in-
.' - '" '-"
elude a more comprehensive
JACKSONIAN WISDOM
.-•• '.~- , ,~- ---.._ . .:... ~ _._ •• ' -rr .
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By TOM BABY
"We need leaders whohave out tenure, he denied the heads
an understanding of our rich of state, the generals and the
diverse cultures. Today I be- stockbrokers.
lieve that we have not only one He emerged from the tomb
of those leaders, but we have with more support in South
the leader for the future.", said Africa then the President and
Wilson Shum.the Vice-Presi- more credibility than the gov-
dent of the Day Session Stu- ernment. yet, HE STILL DOES
dent Government. The oeca- NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO
sion was the visit by the Rever- VOTE!
endJesseJackson, the two-time He's fighting for a non-racial,
presidential candidate and civil democratic, one person, one vote
rights leader who came to the democracy that affirms equal
23rd Streetauditorium on April protection under the law. He's
5, 1990. fighting against racism."
The event was sponsored by Rev. Jackson called those who
a variety ofassociations-and co- believed in any form of racial
ordinated by men and women superiority ,"emotional chil-
who gave their time, their en- dren."
ergy and their patience. "Racism is economically ex-
President Joel Seagall in his ploitative, politically divisive,
address, spoke of the last time ungodly, immoral and a sin.
the Rev. Jackson had appeared Racismis harmful physically to
at Baruch. It was almost eleven the oppressed and to the soul
years to the week. and character of the oppressor..
"The audience was'so respon- It's r()()tedinigrioriinc~;·then
sive, I thought the floor would fear, which leads tohatred, then
give way.", said the President. in violence and then in visions
The event markedthe begin--ofconquest.
ning of a transitional period as A spiritual demon that at the'
both the Presidentand the Vice- expense of people glorifies one
President Stephen Wertheimer race, one sex or one religion."
prepare to step down in AUIDIst. The most powerful weapons
Prof. Donald Smith: chair- against racism he argued are'
man of the Education depart- mind development, knowledge
mentin his address stated, "This and the combination of mind,
college has not been kind to me. morals and votes. This leads to
It has not been kind to you. But the way of self-empowennent.
there will be a new: Baruch and "Mind development is a
you will make it so." The audi- weapon. This access to vote, to
ence roared in agreement, and learn to read, to write, to be
a few moments later, the Rever- coherent and be able to argue
end Jesse Jackson stood to one's case is a weapon.
speak. Malcom X went to jail semi-
His speech was part lesson, literate. He came out having
part rally and part challenge to con-quered the greatbooks. You
join the struggle facing not just have to study to the task, you
African-Americans and other" )have to study till you get that
minority" Americans, but to second wind. Studylike you play
America as a whole, inside its basketball."
borders andoutside in the world. He mentioned a champion-
The topic that was to be shiphigh school basketball team
addressed was statehood for he had met. They practiced .
Washington D.C., but it turned four hours a day, 24 hours a
out to be the last topic Rev. week. "They did so because ofa
Jackson spoke about. . will to excel, a devotion to excel-
He began by speaking about lence. If they spent 24 hours a
Nelson Mandela, the South week on reading, writing, math
African leader who had been and finance , they could know view of the country's "cultural
jailed for the last twenty seven that." . and racial diversity."
years for fighting against apart- . To use the mind also means Critics have argued that the
heid. Rev. Jackson was among the use ofmorals and an end to argument has more to do with
one of the first People to meet self-destruction. "You cannot "broader frustrations ofAmeri-
with Mandelaafterhisrelease. fight the great fight drunk, you cab society than history." (See
"Nelson Mandela went to jail cannotfight thegreatfight high. NY Times editorial page April
declaringhewasguiltyforfight- u • Taking-drugsis noton1}r jllegal, .._ 21, 1990) ,.._ _ .._~ ..
ing for justice. Guilty for the i~s immoral. Rev. Jackson spoke out
proposition that dignity is non- Here we are in the name of against this view, and likened
negotiable. He had the chance revolution and liberation and the attitude to institutional
to back down; he chose to suffer :390,000 people a year are dying racism, somethinghehasfought
for his convictions. from cigarettes.Morefrom ciga- all his life:
Nelson Mandela went to jail rettes than apartheid, than the "Most people you talk to in
6 feet tall, he came out over 50 Clan. .. the world when· you get out. or
feet tall. Without one gun, . Liquor, cocaine, crack, you here are yellow,. brown, bl~k,
withoutonebank.account, with- can't reconcile these immoral non~stianand don't speak
Looking
Back
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leader will try to help everyone,
not just the special interests.
Things like improved library
services, career
placement,getting classes that
the students can use, such as a
class on military strategy and
chess to be able to do well in the
real world, and to rules that the
administration and. faculty
place among the students and
professors, like the publish or
perish doctrine. Go for the stu-
dents that pay the activity fee
but can't find the time to profit
from it.
To the Ticker, you have been
doing better. The articles have
been more objective and may
you continue to look for stories
in other places beside DSSG. I
still can't believe that no one
wants to writebusinessarticles,
or non racial political 'articles
besidesmyself. Hopefully, what
1ooks-to.-.be good leaden;.,-am .
keep the way of professional-
ism and objectivity.
As this is my last weeks as a
Concerned Baruch Student I
wouldlike to thank Pres. Segall
forkeepingBaruch a topcollege .
for a fraction.of the cost. Good
bye to the registrars, the Chess,
club,the·Martial Artsclub, the
Jewish clubsandtheAsian club.
Goad Bye.. , ....
Protection
you're black you've got it com-
ing ." I joined the ranks of the
unemployed. So ,In my case I
not only lost myjoband the love
and custody of my· son, but the
respect, love and admiration of
. my family. They might just as
wen have cut my heart out and
put it on a stick.
lation with thoseoftoday. Inno-
cent African . -American and
Latino males falling victim to
the department issued revolv-
ers ofwhite officers are not new
occurrences.
While we as people of color
learn our rich history and learn
to stay aware of the events
pertaining to our survival and
advancementin this countrywe
win be more prepared to deal
with those forces opposing our
"-
existence. The Black and His-
panic studies department here
atBaruch is a well - equipped
medium to develop a valuable.
sense ofselfpride and strength
that "protective covering." It is
al so important for people ofcolor
to take command of their edu-
cationand discover information
through our vehicles. For in-
stance , The Liberation book-
store inHarlem weeklyperiodi-
cals such as the City Sun, and
television shows such as Gil
Nable's "Like It Is "bring issues
affecting people of color to the
forefront.
When we educate ourselves
we win be better equipped to
. pass the true knowledge of
strong people to our children.
When this·takes placeona large
scale will the "winds ofchange"
effectively to blow:
Innocence
Continued from Page 11
all. The only time an employee
hears anything from his/her
supervisor is when something
goes wrong. Conseque.ntly there
is no incentive to achieve or
. , .
excel. It's not like you re going
to get a raise for consistently
doing a good job. That would
make sense,but does not occur
within a new York City agency.
After a few years of this one
really begins feel like yOW life
is being wasted. And heaven
help you ,if you're black the
feeling is magnified and you .
may have received some severe
psychological and emotional.
damage. In may case, I not only
lost myjob,but the respect, love
~ and admiration of my family.
My family thought I was doing
well and being promoted. In-
stead I was set up by a manage-
ment whose attitude was"
,
become self-reliant so that we
couldbetterprepareand equipt
ourselveswith a united, aggres-
sive !rontof resistence and
survival.
But some ofus are flunkies.
Some of us are so backwards
and so conditioned and con-
sumed with self-hatred that we
thinkeverythingis hunky dope.
We don't think that racism ex-
ist and that the white man in a
position of power is our direct
enemy. We think that all we
need is to move up in the educa-
tional ladder of this so-called
democratic society. Some of us
will graduate with our
bachelor's degree and walk into
the 9-5 daily grind of Corporate
America, to be used as toilet
papertowipe tired, old, fat white
racist flunky behinds. And
when realityhits you in theface
like spit or a fist or a bullet,
then maybe you win wake up
and realize who your real en-
emy is-- or some ofus will die.
6 months'free checking.
Somethingelse tocelebrate
on graduationda):
stale, divideand conquerrheto-
nco
Ultimately, what we talk
about when we talk about revo-
lution is raising the conscious-
ness level ofthe people, so that
.we all "know what time it is," as
Chuck D(of Public Enemy)
would say. Educate each other
onourbiological, historical, geo-
graphical, political and social
relation. Unity is one of the
most important vehicles and
~eaponsinrevolution.Wemust
also organize ourselves and
"... reactionaries
wait until white
.cops in blue suits
for hoods pump
bullets into black
boys ·backs ..."
/
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Congratulations. You- finally made it. And
now that you're graduating, Chemical Bank has
a great way to help you get started.
Just sign up for our affordable account.
Chemf'lus" Banking for Young Professionals."
and you'll receive six months' free checking."
And we're offering a $2,000 personal credit
liner or credit card to help you get started with
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To open your account, stop into one of our
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service at 1-800-CHEMBANK, ext. 4500.
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and we react and mourn and
don't do shit ahoutit, and don't
do shit about it. But Maulana
Karenga, the creator of the
Afrikan-American holiday
Kwanza, was right when he
said: "Thebattle we are waging
now is a battle for the minds of
Black people, and ifwe lose this
battle, we cannot win the vio-
lent one."
Bob Marley has said: "How
long will they kill our proph-
ets?" And we must ask our-
selves: "How long will we kill
our prophets, how long will we
alienate, and kin our leaders,
our activists, our footsoldiers?"
Bob Marleyalso says: "Don't let
'emfool you!" Don't let the white
man fool you. Don't let the
white man manipulate you and
pit you against your brothers
and sisters. Don't buy into his
i
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loYa. Tabatha
~Sianni. '
Thris f9r everything! .
-, , -Your Friend- (sm1e)
Tabatha
Boris Loach,
You and I have only known.ch other
fora short tine, butlleel as if I've
~,you beYer. PIeaw stay in
touch.
Love. TZaIha
Maria Vasquez.
Who wouId'Ya .... thought thai yau
and I would become sodose? t_
glad we did. You are awonderW -- -
person and Iwish you 1he.besI otIuck
inthe.....·
. ----.-...,-
- --~ . -
- - -
Glen McSpI1gIer.
WhaI can we S1Jlf? .Except just don'
eMf'do I on 1hose Big Macs. Those
cartons are vicious to<U atlilosphere~
Anyway.: you're stMitg to IDottoo
much lice the Ronald.
The TICker Staff
Anna
Keri.l8Ih,
Never forget me in the While House.
YOAIre the best YoU ha¥emy VOle if
yOu..RI'·tar oIIc:e in Jersey.
UMt, Toni
MbC.
My perIOIaaI acccuUd and advisOr.
ThriIa mIionf
To otI' E-in-C, Keril8th e. Brown:
We wi miss you. Don' forget us
when you.. in Brooklyn 18. We
love youl Now SCRAII!!
TICker SIal
ToKendo ••
See you ~ the Ser8e, Pookie.
- 1.cMI, AdphrocIe
To Everyone,
HaYeasafe..i.............
Thris a mIion and be good. ,
Veneda
love, The TICker Staff
Pumpkin, .
HoIIywood.beckons, be sure to be
home toan5\t'8r the call. Midasize on
theQ.I1). ChiD.
Love, Maria
FROM THE TICKER ST~Ii'..
-:
BenissaBeJ(,
We started this Ion9 journey together
and we are finishing it ... together.
Good luck toyou in1he future. I know
you1 go yeq B. Most ofaI~
you for being- my friend.
- Lowe, TabaIha
Yo Stark,
. When you make it big, don' forget to
put uson your payroll. Hollywood is
yours.
Tone
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE GRADUATES
HOPE YOU GET
'A JOB !!
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Glen ., .
Please get fuck8d. I can' stand it
anymore. Yoor neurotic, schiz~
phrenic writer buIshit has galien wfrf
out ofhand. I love ya, babe. Don'
ever change.
Martin,
rm wailing tarille.damn~y
that wi nwoIutionize Hollywood.
Love, Toni
William P.
-Trust me,- you are agreat friend.
Anna
;
,
.
,
.. ( \ &, <
time.
* Do not play with the fUrni-
ture while waitingfor the inter-
viewer.
* Get up gracefully when the
interYiewerarrives togreetyou
in the reception area. Call him
by his last name- and do DOt
bump into anything or step on
his foot or blow onion andgarlic
breath on his face. BRUSH
YOUR TEETH and use
MOUTHWASH before you go
to the interview.
* Do not smell as ifyou have
just come out of a cave.
* Remember. At the time of
the interview, when your res-
ume is in the interviewer's
hands, you cannot change your
grades or your school or YOm'
activities. The only v:ariable is
the way you present yourself:
in the system but are not su~­
cessful. "First thing a person IS
. . b . ht asgoing to learn IS as n~
they are, they are not g~lng ~
change the system thatquickly,
says Mr. Thomas Madera of
Grant Thornton. If you have a
good attitude and take care of
the firm, the firm will take care
of you. You are exp~te~ to be
hard working, enthusiastic, and
one who does not hesitate to do
whatis necessary to get the job
done and is willing to take
additional responsibility. "You
don't come in as a 'gangbuster'
and say 'I know everythin~~ I
have four years oftop education
from an accredited school and I
know what I am doing.' O.K.
You have got the tools but you
have to be trained," advises Mr.
Peter Goldstein ofLaventhol &
Horwath.
I t is interesting to note that,
although having related work
experience is good for an entry
level position, it may not al-
ways be an absolute necessity.
If you are sincere, intelligent,
organized, articulate, present-
able, pleasant to be around and
a team player, your chances of
success are good. Employers
EXPECTATIONS AT THE JOB:
WHAT' EMPLOYEERS WANT YOU TO KNOW
BEFORE AN INTERVIEW .
sometimes train new employ-
ees but as this is something on
which they spend considerable
time and money, and which may
not 'give them an immediate
positive return, they are con-
cerned about the candidate's
loyalty. Employers tend ~ look
at historical data to predict the
candidate'sfuturepetfonnance.
"Abilities are important, but
most companies will train you,"
Ms. Wiegand explains,"an indi-
cation ofa person's future capa-
bilities is looking at what they
have done in the past ... every-
one will get the same training
.but everyone will utilize what
they have learned differently
and each takes a differentpath."
Employers look for a well-
balanced person, Ms. Susan
Cavanaugh of Deloitte & Tou-
che states, "We look for a
well rounded individual We
are not lookingfor someone who
has a 4.0 but has never been
involved on campus and ...
does not have any work experi-
ence. That individual might be
just very one-dimensional. We
look for the overall picture:'
Mr. Madera reveals the dif-
Continued on Page 18 ~
By SULTAN KHAN
Expect your potential em-
ployer toexpect thatyou expect
tobe expected toexpect whathe
expectsfrom you. Simplystated,
think what he might think you
should think, before you think
of thinking about entering the
tough world of business. What
exactly does he want? Will he
inspect you in every respect?
Does he want one who is per-
fect? Will he reject every sus-
pect or will he neglect some
aspect? Dear readers, this pre-
cisely is our subject.
"Nobody is perfect. Employer
are aware of this. But they
certainly want the best. This
means looking for qualities in
people that stand outand whi~h
meetfirm business needs. Solid
qualities such as communica-:
tion skills, leadership potential,
maturity level, professionalism
and efficient time management
In the beginning of your ca-
reer, you are expected to learn.
After some time, you train and
motivate others. But do not get
depressed if you want to make
big, immediate and what you
believe to be legitimate changes
THE DO'S AND DON'TS
OF INTERVIEWING
. ~
THE PROPER WAY TO SIT DURING AN INTERWIEW.
By SULTAN KHAN who will be asking most of the
The day has finally arrived! questions. Even tougher, he is
Yourheartis pumpingandyour the one who will hire you. You
pulse is Jumping. So you are won't hire him. For the first
alive! You get out of your bed time in your life, you wish you
andlet your feet dragyou to the were a bird.
window. The sight ofthe rising Do not worry. Consider these
sun, that used to warm your tips. (And let me know if they
heart, now seems dull and de- work so that I can use them
pressing. Thereisa bird sitting later... ).
on the branch right in front of * Be there on time. If you
you and the sound of it's song know that you are going to be
makes it's way into your ears. late or are already late, it is a
Today is your first job inter- nice idea tocall the interviewer.
view. You have been having Recruiters are busy people and
nightmares. You know that if he considers you important
recnritersareprofessionalswho enough, he might want. to re-
interview hundreds of people. schedule your interview.
They know what they are look- * Do not take your friends or
ing for. You too know whatyou family with you. They can pray
are looking for. But it's your for you elsewhere.
fir:;tiri~rvjewandyou w111 have * Do not go to the office three
verylittle time toguess the type hours before the interview.
of personality .your potential * If possible, wear a watch.
employer has as he is the one This will indicate thatyouvalue .
'·'~'('i'···""f("".'.""'.'t.t(1r~~·'~'1"""' •• -\'
s· U·-.(N··r.:..~ ~ ? .~'~ - } :..~.~ ~ _... .T·'H-E-.fI"" t '.."' ~ .~...-rtt>' ,.. .- :.. . 6
- -". -- --_......~,~~-~--.... -
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., By. BORIS LOACH sun.· . Protection comes in the
Think protection. As, the form of sunscreens and sun-
pleasant temperatures ofspring blocks. Sunscreens act to either
give way to summer heat, it's absorb or reflect a percentage of
time to think about protecting ultra-violet radiation. They are
your skin ~ from the sun, The_ fivailable in a range determined
summer creates greater risk oV by different sun protection fac-
skin exposure to the harmful tors (SPF). SPF is an indicator
ultra-violet rays of the sun. of how long a sunscreen will
Ultra-violetrays are deep pene- protect you from the burning
trating and can cause serious rays. The higher the SPF, the
damage and premature aging greater the protection.
to the skin. In addition, skin Unlike sunscreens, sunblocks
cancer is directly related to fre- actually block-out sun rays to-
quent and intense sun expo- tally. They offer absolute sun
sure. It is also important to re- pro t e c _
alize that t ion .
damage to Man y
the skin derma-
caused by "DON'T tologist
the sun is strongly
irref1er.- recorn-
ible and FORGET mend us-
cU1IIula.- ing sun
til1e. TO blOCksfor
Do not as- complete
sume if protec-
yourbodyis PROTECT tion. To
covered achieve
wit h YOURSELF "optimal
clothes or if • • • effective-
you are in- ness of
side a caror sun pro-
building, tection
that you products,
are totally protected form the they should be applied at least
sun because ultra-violet rays 30 to 45 minutes before expo-
are clever little dudes....they sure to the SUD. Reapplication
are able to penetrate loosely is must, especially after" water
woven garments, plastics, win- sports or physical activities.
dows and windshields. Despite Soooo, myfellowBaruchians the
using an umbrella or wearinga sandishot, the wateris cool, the
hat as protection, you are still bodies are fit, and you're ready
exposed to 50% ofthesun'srays for theBIGSPLASH,butDON'T
byway ofreflection. . FORGETTOPR<YI'ECTYOUR.
·That is why great caution SELF FROM THE
must I exercised to properly RAYSL...suRF'S UP!!!!!!
protec . sur skin against the
FUN IN....,.-~... -
She's protected from the raye, bya sun.screen;
....
GOlden Key memberSbuttotne , ingtnit-tne average age,of~,
Baruch Community' as well. homeless person is getting
(THIS MEANS YOm) youngerand younger. Although
The worthwhile effort ex- this trend is due in part to the
pended will be in the rooms of growing drugproblem plaguing
Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen our city, further reports show
locatedat9thAvenuenear28th that drug and alcohol related
Street. Holy Apostles, besides homelessness only accounts for
being,a neighbor in our Baruch about 30% of the total. These
Community, is NYC's largest numbers are a frightening
privatelyfun SOiJp.-- kitsh~n. commentary of our society.
Serving between 85::0:""_"::'1-:,2~0~0~"":'::'~'1;:'og:;etherwith your help we
meals a day not including an can take a step in the right di-
additional 300"bagged"lunches rection. Holy Apostles needs
towomen andcluldrenin nearby greeters, food servers, ticket
welfare hotels, Holy Apostles takers (H.A. distributes daily
provides nourishing meals, meal tickets for their soup
counselingandreferrals tothose kitchen) coffee servers,. etc,
in need. weekdays between 11:00-2:00).
Statistical trends are show-
THE
WON'T YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE?!
Call HA volunteer coordinators:
Vincent Schwahn (212) 924-0167
Bonnie Hau '(212) 832-5344
Dorothy(Student Center Lobby) (212) 725-3230
* Since the time this article was written, Holy Apostle experienced a
devastating fire to their church, however, their operations in feeding
1,000 homeless people a day stillruns sTTUX?thly. thanks to: many
·volunteers. '_Your.ti·me and money is. needed now'more than. ever.
-' ,. . • .. - • .! .
.By BONNIE B. HAU
-How many times has a home- .
lessperson approachedyouask-
ing 'for spare change? Most of .
us turn the other way and try to
Ignore their pleads .for help
walkingoffwith a slightpangof
guilt and remorse--or worse,
some of tis have become totally
immune to their cries.
Responding to this difficult
problem of homelessness and
- hungerisaprogrambeinginiti-
ated by Baruch's ehapter ofthe
Golden Key National Honor
Society. The goal of establish-
ing a volunteer program to as-
sist in a local area soup kitchen
is being targeted not only to
-May 10,1990 'Ticker Features. 17
ADDISON GAYLE Jr.
AND THE· BLACK
AESTHETIC: A
HERO OF OUR
TIME
"A mindless people are without question an enslaved people. A'
mindless people are a people that join rather than incite, obey
rather thanquestion, foUow rather than lead, beg rather than take.
To allow this stateofaffairs to continue is indeed a serious andpro-
found comment on the state ofour literacy. n
- Haki R. Madhubuti
By TONY MEDINA
(Thi. article ill written in memory ofHoit FuUer, Miguel
Pinero, Jame. Baldwin, Larry Neal, Bob Marley, John O•.
Killen., John Coltrane, Sarah Vaughn'andDexter Gordon:
all·Blaek Spirit. at Peace~)
Maulana-Karenga, cuIturalist and creator ofthe Afrikan-Ameri-
can holiday Kwanzaa, has said: "The battle we are waging now is'
a battle for the minds of Black people, and that if we lose this -
battle, we cannot win the violent one."
Ever since'Afrikans have been taken prisoner by Europeans
andbrought to the Caribbean and America and the Americas, they,
have been subjected to colonization and cultural imperialism.
What cultural imperialism does is rob one ofone's sense ofselfand
one's aesthetic. So, when we corne into the latter part of the 60's
and the early halfof the 70's in American literature, we see a re-
emergence of the "Black aesthetic," which is a defining or re-
defining of one's selffrorn a Black.perspective. This is crucial for
the survival of people of the Afrikan diaspora held mentally.
captive in American society.
One must realize that in a state ofoppression, where one is not
in a position of power, in order to keep you in that state, the
oppressing power structure manufactures and produces the lead- .'
ers and heroes one will idolize and emulate. In American society, .'
the power structure picks and chooses your heroes. They would
have you choose a clumsy samba like Eddie.Murphy over someone
·-~H'~~-!=~~~-Y=F·-~~.----·----'j~ his works out of-print arid denying him tenure in the university _ ~ ~ L L.:A..I
where he teaches.
This is what America does to the artist who refuses to bend
toward assimilation. One such artist is Addison Gayle, Jr.~ critic
andleading proponentofthe BlackAesthetic Movementofthe 60's
and 70's. Gayle, who has taught literature at Baruch College for
20-some-odd years, has been a prominent force in the struggle to
save the Black Or Mrikan mind from th~t~en~~LonslaughtQf_,
neocolonial American cultural imperialism. Itwas the publication
ofhis landmark anthology ofBlack literary theory.,THE BLACK
AESTHETIC(1971), which galvanized Black aesthetic theorists
such as Karenga, Baraka, Hoyt W. Fuller(editor ofNegto-Digest,
later known as Black World), Larry Neal(co-editor of the ground-
breaking BlackArts Movement anthology BLACKFIRE wi Amiri
Baraka, then LeRoi Jones), Ishmael Reed andmany, manyothers.
What the Black Aesthetic movement, along with the Black Arts
Movement, did, was give birth to a re-definition ofwhat-it was to
be Black, enslavedandAmerican. It brought to light the many nu-
ances of Black life in America;, through art, through dance,
through drama, and through literature and song. Hoyt Fuller
wrote in his inspiring essay, "Towards A Black Aesthetic," "...in
the time ofrevolutionary struggle, the traditional Western liberal
ideas are not merely irrelevant but they must be assiduously
opposed... The young writers of the black ghetto have set out in
search of a black aesthetic, a system of isolating and evaluating
the artistic works ofblack people which reflect, the special charac-
ter and imperatives ofblack experience." ,
And so as it was in the 60's and 70's, today, more than ever, there
is a 'serious need for a black aesthetic. As mass media and
technology moves in constant rapid pace machine-gunning geno-
eidea and. culturally imperializing and whitening the minds of
Black folk, there is a deSperate need for positive Blackartists to
create positive images that would undercut and undermi~e the
negativitywhichrapesattheir psycheevery second, eyerynunute,
every hour and every day of their existence in America.
But the tragedy remains that the power structure and the
literary main stream and American art world systematical~y
excludes ~entric Black artists. Painters cannot get their
workhoused in galleries, writers cannot get published or go out of
print ancfiazz musicians go into obscurity, ete., etc.. ,The-power
structure, with its power, to pick and choose one's heroes, subse-
quently manufactures heroes that entertain or samboand want
nothing to do with raising the consciousness levelof the messes of
Black folk.. What we in turn become, is a peo~,ofCOI)S\l~~' pa-
tronizing.th~televisionandfilm andmusic industry,partyingandC;onttnued o~Page 19 " .
. I was in-•
Parade ofnatiuecostumes.
believe it! The show got' 'even
hotter with the lingerie and
swimwear scenes (designed by
Rose and Jeana Hayes). I was
in "butt cheek heaven," as
well as everyone else in the au-
dience. The models really
whipped the audience into a
frenzy with their shapely
curves, flat tummies, biceps,
and other assets (no pun in-
tended). All I can say for the
tight and bright scene is that it
was "tight and bright."
Vocalist, Sean Griffith
performed an inspiring song
entitled "'1990,", which dealt
with the problems of the world
today. A female trio composed
of Deborah Ayum, Rachel1e
-Iean-Gilles and Jacqueline
Thomas, performed a repertoire
of tunes, which were delivered
poems in her native accented
tongue, which were enlighten-
ing and funny.
The Mr. Cari-Baruch
contest caused hysteria when
the young men bared-all in the
second halfofthe contest. They
entered the stage wearing only
bikini trunks-the girls went
wild! If things weren't manic
enough one of the contestant
found himselfin a very compro-
mising position, when his two
assistants were removing his
upper bikini to reveal the G-
string bikini underneath and
tugge-d .a wee-bit too .·hard.
"Yep," you guessed it, it was
"genitalia galore" on the
stage. The audience roared so
loudly it sounded like a Prince
concert, but instead it'was a
"Peter" concert, if you get my
drift. Needless to
say, the contestant
ran offthe stage, but
returned later to fin-
ish the contest, a
very noble gesture, I
think. The ladies
were so enthralled
and cheered so
loudly for him that
he was the first run-
ner-up, while Cleon
Coke won the title of
Mr. Cari-Baruch.
The show
closed with the vogue
and all that glitter is
not gold scenes were
full of "pizazz and
.-
with "tender soul." Further- razzamatazz." The models were
more, an excellent band by the dressed in fiery red, the color of
name of Victory played some heat and passion. The designs
old and new tunes, which had were sexy, yet elegant. The
theaudiencebouncingand rock- guys wore suits designed by
ing in their seats. They hap- Jurgis Jarvis, which were sleek
pened to perform one of my and suave. At first sight the
favorite tunes ("The Way It Is," suits look traditional, but with
by Bruce Hornsby 'and the a closer inspection you would
Range). witness expert detailing allow-
The dancing was ing the men a greater degree of
"strictly bubblin," colorful an~ression. Two of designers
lively with plenty of wining. were brought on stage and re-
There 'was a Calypso, African ceivedawarmroundofapplause
Contemporary, Reggae, and a for their wonderful and original
tribute dance for Nelson Man- designs. In short, Carifest '90
dela. Choreographers for the was "Iriet"
dance numbers were Sharon
Gordon, Andrea Duncan, and
Shavane DePeana. Moreover,
poetessDonetVirgo recited two
•
heaven."
butt-cheek
"
I
I
I
I
.
Carifest Reveals Hot
Bodies In Hot Designs
By BORIS LOACH
The show opened with
a parade of native
costumes, which
were designed by
Pearl Paul. The
costumes captured
the essence of the
individualislands,
which were, J a-
maica, Guyana, St
Lucia, Barbados,
Grenada, and
Trinidad/Tobago.
Tall and shapely
Mar y
Payne's(mode1)
costume repre-
senting Trinidad
was a real eye-
opener and crowd-
pleaser. The African Contem-
porary scene was bold and beau-
tiful with models styling the
latest African ensembles,
topped with fresh and original
head pieces by Iesha Sekou.
Keeping in stride, the
mi nd over body. scel).e was
breathtaking with designer
originals by Rose. These de-
signs were teasingly tantaliz-
ing, revealing just enough to
allow your imagine to take over
and run away with you. There
were splits, plungingnecklines,
scooped out backs in lace, chif-
fon, silk, you name it. Only a
creative mind could conjure up
such designs. Men and women
alike were riveted by the de-
signs. You had to see i~ to
is the time to do it. Students
need to be fully active in the
process. We've been chal-
lenged."
Baruch has been challenged
to make itself better, both aca-
dernicallyand in respect to the
needs of students and faculty.
As one victory has been won,
another challenge appears.
Budget cuts, tuition hikes,
Middle Statesaccreditation, the
dropout rate, the lack of child
care facilities are all issues vi-
tal to this college's health.
But the main challenge at
Baruch like all city colleges is
the same. The challenge is to
KEEP HOPE ALIVE; the chal-
lenge is to fulfill the part of the
Dream thata university canfor
the people that need it and
depend on it.
10000 people in jail dying to do
this. This is the revolution. Join
the Mandela march. STAND
NOW!"
Out of the audience they
came, straight to the center of
the auditorium. Some slightly
embarrassed, some uncomfort-
able, some awkwardlyconfident
and all unregistered to vote.
In Presidential elections ,
.only about 50% of the eligible
population to vote do so. The
majority of the 50% pick the
leaderfor all I 00% ofthe people.
By not voting, people give up
their biggest chance to make a
difference in how this country
IS run.
Every vote is a means of
power. Jesse Jackson knows
this, politicians know this, and
people who vote know it.
"We must not look for sym-
bolism but for issues important Carifest '90 wasHOTI
to us... Rev. Jackson had said HOTI HOTI
earlier that evening. By chal- The show was hostedby Sharon
lenging the unregistered to Gordon, who offered the audi-
register, he took them on the ence a' little' bit of her own
first steps to have an affect on Jamaican spice. She did not
the issues affecting them. tolerate any nonsense from the
Rev. Jackson closed the eve- audience. She told a few
.ningbysaying he hoped Baruch "raggamuf!ins"(ill-mannered
would "become the university it individuals), "This is not the
could be," and to "Keep Hope Apollo, if you want to boo go to
Alive." . the Apol1o." I thought the young
Samuel Johnson, dean of, lady was vexed, but it was all
Student Services said, "This is said in fun. Which is exactly
a calling for us to do more con- . 'what Ms. Gordon was, a lot of
cerriing social services andthis fun (2 snaps)! The shows coor-
dinators were Hazel Paul,
Andrea Mullings, Lee McClean,
Mary Payne, and Denise
Goedig.
"Baruch would
becom.e the
• ••rmtversfry u
could be and
keep hope alive."
Jesse
.J.ackson.
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That becomes the institution.
That's why you can'tjust react
to individual acts ofracism and
not deal with the racism that
locks you out of jobs and con-
tracts and schoolsand districts.
You can't ignore the recrystali-
zation of this attitude."
The last issue that Reverend
Jackson covered was statehood
for Washington D.C..
"Ifyou can be concerned with
injustice in South Africa, you
can be concerned Shout justice
in Washington D.C.
Washington D.C. has more
people than 5 states and as
many as 7 states. The mayor of
Washington D.C. in 1982 got
94000 votes, as many or more
than 10 senators and five gov-
ernors. Those states have two
senators and a governor.
The President wants state-
hood for Puerto Rico. Puerto
Ricans don't pay income taxes.
,How can he stand for no state-
hood for those that pay taxes
and stand up for those who have
not asked, for it.
Why should Washington D.C
be disenfranchised from the
privileges of democracy? ,
The issue for me is I got 7
million votes in the last elec-
tion. No governor, no senator
got 7 million votes. The issue
for me is not to become mayor
under the rules of occupation,
but to look at two senators and
agovernor under self-determi-
nation."
The messenger, though fin-
ished with his topics, had not
finished the message. He or-
dered his audience to it's feet. "I
am Somebody. I am Precious. I
mean Something.", was the
mantra. And like a religious
belief taken to heart, you could
see the belief coming into the
eyes of the converted and the
pride in those who had believed
all along.
But Reverend Jackson was
not content to let the moment
rest. With· the crowd feeling
good about itself, Rev. Jackson
challenged them to do the
harder thing-to act on the
.feeling.
"In South Afri~ there are
-'
• •• ~ J."
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,Thursdays at 9:40 in the A.M.
The seminar is on the African
American novel from 1900 to
the present. Writers discussed
are: FrancisE.W.Harper,Nella
Larson, Richard Wright, James
Baldwin, John O. Killens, Glo-
ria Naylor, John A. Williams,
Gayle Jones and others. The
seminar will be a tremendous
experience,becausenotonlywill
you be reading and discussing
these great writers, but Gayle,
who knowsandhas maintained
friendships with a great major-
ity ofthe leading Black li terary
figures of our time today, will
have guest speakers ~ch as:
Amiri Baraka, Sonia Sanchez,
and John A Williams.
This seminar, along with a
thoroughcurricularofinclusion,
would not only benefit people(s)
of color and people of the Afri-
kan diaspora, but wouldgreatly
benefit white students, who
have been trained and condi-
tioned tosee people(s) ofcolorin
the genocidal negative. stere-
otypes that. the white' pow~r
structure has produced and
manufactured.
So support your local hero.
Register for Gayle's class and
try to see the world from a di-
versified Black Perspective.
Because, as Killens' further
states,"~Cui~revolution is
desperately needed ... to un-
brainwash theentireAmerican
~ple,black and white.
The Mazda Mx-5 Miata shown with the top down.
fortable seating room for 4 but still wants enough space paint patterns resembling
adults. for the family. Califomiabeaches,risingand
. The concept sport station The purest of concept cars setting suns and fluorescent
wagon from Subaru is the at the show was the Ply- . paint stripes. Many trucks
SULVO SRDL It is powered mouthVoyager 3 by Chrys- carry add on equipment such
by a 3.3 liter 4 cylinder engine ler. Thiscar/vanisquiteafew as all terrain vehicles, ski
that drives all four wheels for. yearsfrom.production, ifever. . mounts, surfbcards, sail-
maximum _traction in all This vehicle is really 2 in 1. boards, bicycles, and motor-
weather. The exterior incorpo- The front end ofit, is powered cycles.
Tates a teardrop styling for bya 1.4liter 4 cylinder engine Apart from showing only
aerodynamic stability and fuel that runs on propane and can concept cars, safety was a big
economy~:''l1ie spOJltY wagon IS caiTy·three peOpl~~'Attached jssua·dlis.y~.• M8ny manu-
aimedat the family type buyer - to the back of it, and remov- . factur-ers---1:ook .~he •time .~
... 'wh_Q_dQJt$..n.Q.~~want._to-IP.Ye..up.,_- _i.tbl§~_j~t._the__~..an·ljke~...reaz:.- -~ « a:eate·. safet:y display-:-,boG$bs .".
sports earsPeed and hSndling,inodule. This-Yearmodule-is' .and~··Videotapes."The
powered by Its own 2.2 liter 4 most well known one is the
cylinder.engine that runs on Volvo exlribit. Volvo's policy
gasoline. The two parts, when isless glitz and more guaran-
operating together, are con-. tee in advertising. Here was
trolled electrically. The Carl shown an actual Volvo sedan,
van can be used as one ve- in a crash booth, carrying two
hicle. Ifa large one is needed, dummies in the front seats.
the front end can be removed The car smashed securely in
andused as a small commuter- the Wall with its crash points
car. highlighted..
Not to be left out, Chevrolet Mercedes Benz had a simi-
has createdaeonceptcar also. lar display in video format.
This is called the C.E.R.V .3. The car was subjected to a
This stands for Corporate crashandrollover simulation.
Experimental Research Ve- The video showed the effects
hiele. This is the third one of proper use of seatbelts u
created. The other two were ~ supplemental re-
prototypesfor thecurrent Cor- straint systems (S.R.S. Auto-
vette. This car is a rolling test mobile industry lingo for de-
bed forthe.chevroletresearch senDing airbags). Mercedes
department and racing team. automobiles are constructed
The C.E.R.V.3 uses the cur- ~undacrashcageforadded
rent Corvette VB engine but safety. Our federal govern-
produces an unbelievable 650 ment now requires the use of
plus horsepower. It has 4 air bags (passive restraints)
wheel drive and 4 wheel steer- on1991 model carsandtrucks.
ing, traction control and an In tune with Earth Day,
active euepensicnsyseemchat General Motors has been
smooths out bumpy roads. . developing a new el~triccar
. One of the 'features of the. that can run longhours with-
1990 show was the sportutil- out a recharge and can reach
ity vehicle and truck concepts 60 mph in under nine sec-
exhibit. The trucks on display . onds.-The·car·is all electric
resemble sleeksportscarfront and bums no fossil fuels that
ends and horsepower, pollute the environment.
matched to a Iargeand practi- TOYot.abas developed a new
cal payload capacity in the twalJtroke- engine. The two
rear. McstofthespOrt-utility ~:,ql1beCome th~engine
. ". ~' - . ' .. - .
trucks have mcdified.engines oE,~,.in the coming- cen-
and suspension systems. ~~~~dmost«the other
Almost all have distinctive major manufaeturere are
Continued on Page 25
anythingfrom turbochargers
to 1500 watt stereo systems,
even mink or sable car seat
covers.
Concept ears are the most
interesting part of the show.
Many cars driven today were
once concept centerpieces of
theautoshow. Thelargfauto~
mobile manufacturers give
glimpses or-the future by cre-
ating these cars. Concept cars
are no small feat to create.
They are multimillion dollar
efforts designed and built by
the manufacturer's tobe fully
operational; concept cars are
never for sale since they are
the only ones of their kind.
Manufacturers also use the
concept cars as rolling test-
beds for revolutionary equip-
mentand safety designs. This
year's items include all wheel
steer, all wheel drive andfour
wheel traction control, air
bags, even cartosatelliteroad
maps. Some ofthe cars shown
this year will be available for
sale in the future.
.The Pontiac Sunfire, fea-
tures an aerodynamically
. smooth exterior wedge shape,
with a tapered rear end. The
shape promotes- fuel effi-
ciency. From the outside, the
car seems small"bot C it has
four doors that openup and
~~~~E~E!.~~g~~for ~~l~I!try
and exit. Inside, there is com-
Iiterature, in general and Black
artists and people, in particu-
lar. What the American liter-
ary mainstream must fear in
writers such as Gayle, is his un-
compromising attitude against
assimilation into white Ameri-
can literary tradition. He
writes: "The black writer at the
present time must forgo the
assimilationist tradi tion and
redirect his art to the strivings
within the race-- those striv-
ings that have become so pro-
nounced, here, in the latterhalf
ofthe twentieth century. To do
so he must write for and speak, .
to the majority of black people;
not to sophisticated elite fash-
ion out of the programmed
computers ofAmerica's largest
universities."
The late John Oliver Killens
said: "I am a writer, first ofall,
and preciselybecause the world
stinks and I want to change it."
The American educational sys-
tem stinksandmustbechanged,
simplybecause itexcludesequal
representation of all people. .
To continue-the push toward
a curricular of mclusion at
Baruch College, Addison Gayle,
Jr. distinguished professor at
Baruch College, will be conduct-
ing a FeitSeminar(an Interdis-
ciplinary Honors Seminar in
Humanities started in 1985 by
Mr. and, Mrs. Charlea Feit;
Baruchalumni) this cori;rlngfal~
semester of1990. The seminar
will be held on Tuesdays and
A Hero -afOUL Time
Continued from Page 17
watching soap operas all day
while the white man and his
power structure and war ma-
chines pump out genocide after
genocide. An illiterate class is
produced. There is no room in
Corporate America for illiter-
ateBlackfolk. And where would
great critics like Addison Gayle
be without Black writers? And
where. would Black writers be
without a literate Black audi-
ence?
Hoyt Fuller says: "Black writ-
ers... are fully aware ofthe dual
nature oftheir heritage, and of
the subtletiesand complexities;
buttheyare even more aware of
the terrible reality of their out-
sideness, of their political and '
economic powerlessness, and of
the desperate racial need for
unity they have been con-
vinced by the irrefutable facts .
of history and by the cold in-
transigence of the privileged
white majority that the road to
solidarity and strength leads
inevitablythrough reclamation
and indoctrination of black art
and culture."
What Black writers and liter-
ary theorists such as Addison
Gayle do is, not only build
minds,buttheyintroduceBlack ,
art and artista into the main-
stream. But when the literary
mainstream denies someone
like Gayle's voice to be heard,
the act is an act against world
THE AUTOSHOW ROLLS INTO TGWN
May10,1_
By MASSIMO SALERNO
Frankfurt, Tokyo, Geneva,
Torino, Detroit, Chicago and
last week, in New York at the
Jacob Javitz Convention Cen-
ter, the International Automo-
bile Show took place. The sho-W
ran during the week ofApril 14.
. TheGreater New York Inter-
nationalAutomobileshowis the
world'sbiggestand oldest show
of its kind. It has been held
since 1910. More than one and
a quarter million people will
visit the Javitz Center during
these ten days. Roughly, it is
estimated that about 25 to 30
percent of the visiting public
. will purchase a new car within
the next eighteen months of
visiting the show.
Cars, trucks and almost any
kind ofroad-going vehicles can
be' seen here. The automobiles
range from ordinary basic
transportation to the ultrafast
sensuous exotics available for
purchase, to the concept ve-
hicles ofthe future that cannot
currently be purchased. Every
manufacturer represented in
America and specialty car
manufacturers, have cars on
display. The specialty car
manufacturers function by ei-
ther taking an existing car and
customize- itaengine DOay· or
interior, or by installing equip-
,1l!~!lt_~~ _~h~_.Q~~r'§.,~g~~§~~
These ,items usUally include
-~
"'
the final factor if somebody
comes in with a sports jacket
...and lets say a shinny pair of
brown shoes or gray
shoes....You have to look really
past that to see the individual
and to consider that person ver-
sus someone who comes in, in
what might be the expected
uniform of the profession, lets
say. And then you could evalu-
ate that person on his or her
skills..." At theentrylevel, some
employers are a little lenient in
this respect.. They know that
once a person joins a particular
firm, heor shecan observe what
others are wearing, and that
should help him or her make
any necessary changes. "At the
professional level, I have con-
cerns because then I wonder if
this is their best, what are they
going to wear the next day?"
states Mr. Goldstein.
Handle your interview with
confidence. Research shows that
ifyour body language disagrees
with what you say, people tend
to believe what they see rather
than what they hear. 'You don't
want to be nervous. You want
to be yourself. You want to be
as personable as you can. You
don't want to be too uptight and
too formal, but you also don't
want to be too relazed," advises
Mr. Goldstein. But should a
person prepare for an interview
and thereby hide his weak-
nesses either consciously or un-
consciously? "I am not advocat-
ing lying," states Mr. Madera.
"But there is a way to turn your
weaknesses intoa positive and
there is even 'a way to admit
your weaknessesand soften the
blow...to the listener. But to go
to an mterview fatally' unpre- .
pared and not thinking about
how you would respond to what
you perceive as certain nega-
tives of-your background is
almost -suicidal. I think you'll
find yourself getting a job but
having to settle rather than
select."
8. The Wizard
9. K-9
10. Renegade
This event will mar\.CBS's
entry into the first run theatri-
cal market. This area was pre-
viously dominated by the pay
cable industry. This acquisition
is yet another attempt by the
networks to attract more view-
ers.
Finally, in the technological
arena, pocket size electronic
language translators will soon
be in the market place. Selec-
tronics, a Minneapolis based
company, has developed the
"Interpreter" This device can
translate words in 5 languages.
for $99, travellers can type up
to 12,500 words and 3,000
phrases usingatypewriter-style
key pad. Seiko Instruments has
developed a machine that uses
a synthetic voice' to translate
words and pronounce phrases
in French or Spanish. Other
companies are coming out with
similar products. I
events have taken place that
will create newtrends in televi-
sion marketing.
The first event is the creation
of the Network Television Net-
work Association by CBS, ABC
and NBC. This association was
startedby the networksbecause
ofintense competition from the
pay cable industry. Thiscompe-
tition has had an adverse effect
on the network's ad revenue.
The main focus of the associa-
tion will be on marketing net-
work tv, to advertisers and
agencies.
The second event is CBS's
recent deal with MCA, which
will give it broadcasting rights
to 10 of Universals' 1989 fea-
ture films. CBS will pay MeA
$6 to $8 million for the rights to
the following movies.
1. Born on the 4th ofJuly
2. Do the Right Thing
3. Sea of Love
4. Uncle Buck
5. Fletch Lives
6. Shocker
7. Field of Dreams
EXPECTATION~AT THE JOB
TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY
\ -
AND MARKETING
By AASISH VAIDYA
The 1990's will see a dramatic
change in the content of adver-
tising messages. The trend will
be towards more wholesome
family oriented content, with
less emphasis on sex, to sell
products. In other words, old
fashion conservative values are
making a major comeback. In a
recent nation-wide survey of
4000 people, conducted by DDB
Needham World-wide, 84 per-
cent of females and 72 percent
of males said that television
ads placed too much emphasis
on sex. In the future, ad' mes-
sages will stress values such as '
home, family, monogamy, indi-
viduality and security. Sex will
be used for provocative prod-
ucts suchas perfumes and fash-
ion wear. According to Gregg
Cebulski, senior vice president
for Cramer-Krasslt Co., "tv
ads will have more emotion and
less sex" The emphasis will be'
on relationships, family and
working.
In media news, two major
Continued from Page 14- .i->: are giving a little back and that
ferences between training at says a lotabout the individual."
school and work: "I find train- In order to make fair. deci-
ingat work much more difficult sions, employers sometimes
than at school and the ramifica- need information that is not on
tions much more serious. For the candidate's resume. They
example, ifin school, you have know that in addition to school,
problems with a subject or are a person may have other re-
jugglinga number ofprojects at sponsibilities. "Sometimes
the same time so to speak, the people don'thave a full timejob.
worse that can happen...is that They don't have to support,
you fail, and you have lost your themselves," states Ms. Wie-
tuition money and you have to gand. "Clearly, they have more
take the course over, and, life time to study and do well than
may seem pretty weak at that the person who has to finance
time. But you go on. At work if his education one hundred per-
you fail, not only could you be cent. Clearly, the two of them
out of a job but depending on may have the same capabilities
the level you are at, you could technically but one just doesn't
cost others their jobs." So dear have enough time as the other."
readers, do you feel better now? Employers also see whether
Employers use different cri- the candidate was actively in-
teria to evaluate candidates. volved or was only a passive
Your resume is one of them. member of an organization at
Make' sure it does not have any school. "It's one thing to be in-
typing or grammatical errors. volved in an organization, it's
It should also include your another to have an officer
educational background, extra- title...orsome positionofrespon-
curricular activities.jobexperi- sibility," states Mr. Sutman.
ence, personal dataand the date "When you think of leader-
of your availability. All inter- ship, you don't have to be the
viewers may not use your res- head of every organization on
ume in the same way. "I screen campus," says Ms. Susan Cava-
from the bottom up.... " says Ms. naugh of Deloitte & Touche.
Wendy Weinbach ofRichard A. Networking is also important.
Eisner & Company. "First of "You cannotoveremphasize net-
all, GPA at .every school is dif- working but you cannot under-
ferent . [ItJ depends on the pro- estimatei: either. I think ~hat
fessor that you had, on the you find~at the business
courses thatyou had taken, and world, and in this case the ac-
let's say at one school, 'a 3.8 counting world, gets to be small
might be excellent but only after a while and the people
comparable to a 2.6 at a differ- who have seemed to succeed
ent school ... So, I try not to look seemed to have known each
at the GPA first. other. It is not a guarantee for
"If you look at someone and success but it is being given an
you see they have volunteer opportuni ty before someone
work. I think that's indicative else."
.. ' of part of their... values and I How should onedress for 'the
" thinkthat'sveryimportant.And interview? The appropriate
anytime you can hire someone dress may vary from.industry
with strong values, you can't go to industry. "...ifyou are inter-
wrong," Mr. William Sutman of viewing in a public accounting
comments. "If someone is in a firm, it would probably be best
financial position where they to go with somewhat ofa more
don'thave to work while they go conservative dress..."says Mr.
to school and they happen to be Richard Fi-sher of Richard A.
doing volunteer work, then they Eisner & Company. "...it's not
Lowe, thought the library could
enhance its Bibliographic In-
structions by using a new soft-
ware approach, professor Lang-
stafTsaid. Upon discoveringthat
they did not have the software
nor the Macintosh Computers,'
they applied for a Title I1-B
'fraining and Research Grant
through the college Grants Of-
fice.· "The whole idea of this
project" professor Langstaff
went on, "is to produce some
research training software and
to test it on Baruch students;
and to discuss its applicability
in other areas."
The :first national showing of
Baruch's. Media Project will be
in June, at the Rochester Insti-
tute of Technology, the venue
for the next Mac Academia con-
ference. At the Library Associa-
tion ofCUNYmeetinghowever,
Baruch Library
Testing' Hypermedia
By I,amjnelaun8 Parks
Duringthe semester, perhaps
only a few students passing
between..the Marketingand on-
lineLibraryScienceclassrooms,
noticed the sign which went up
on the door ofroom 433, read-
ing: Hypermedia Project. Now
Baruch Library Instructional.
Divisionhascompleted the first
instalment of the federally
funded $55,000 Hypermedia
Project on time. Under' the
terms of the grant, they had
one year to develop, test and
. show the program to others.
Associate professor ofLibrary
Science,EleanorLangstaff who
is also Director of the project,
exhibitedthepioneeringlibrary
research. tool at last month's
joint meeting. of High School
Librariansat theLibraryAsso-
ciation ofthe CityUniversityof _
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Statfleft to right: Eleanor Langstaff, madelins Ford,
BDna Dstrol11. Studa ts rigbt to left: Lisa Chao, Hedaio
Cooper and Felemma &rralJ.
New York meeting. The event Hypermedia demonstrated its
was held at CUNY, John Jay potential effectiveness by sim-
College, Library Science asso- plifying a research model for
ciateprofessors Bobbie Pollard Grades 7-11. Their stacks con-
and staritolrBiddle,.also made cerned itselfwith -aymnastics:
presentations on behalfofBar- ResearchingandReporting"and
ueh, "Can you Think Boolean?" By
The theme for the all day the time students reach the end
meeting was: "Instructional of this two part exercise, they
Perspectives: A Dialogue Be- would have learned the essen-
tween School and College Li- tial Macintosh principles of
brarians. Promoting Student pointing, clicking, and selecting
User Independence". But if the bold icons that lead to vari-
you're thinking, "Hypermedia" ous layers ofinformation on the
sounds like another of the in-topics.
timidating verbal arrogance of In the case ofBaruch students,
comp-u-speak, you are wrong. the Hypermedia produced:
This bibliographic database "Mass to Class: Retargetingand
\It :Ii .h is destined to be used by Relocating a Bookstore; A Re-
o ..n.r school librariesacross the tailing Research Problem" de-
country, will no doubt, enhance signedfor ProfessorKeith Fabes
student user independence. Retail Marketing 3900 class.
With the acclaimed. user Lisa- Chao, one student in the
friendli ness of The Apple class using the program said, "I
Macintosh computers and their think many students will bene-
high graphics capabilities, fit by the program's ability to
combined with the extremely analyze demographicsand mar-
versatile Hyper Card Stacks in keting data. This is very impor-
the Hyper Card software, if tant in site location." Asked to
Baruch's Hypermedia Project relate her experience and ex-
continues to expand, it can pectation of the Mass to Class
make a significant contribution exercise, Hedako Cooper said, "
in theraceformoresutomation I Guess it's not going to lead me
in library research. straight to the answer, but
ThE :idea for Hypermedia maybe it will bring me closer to
'came about when Associate myobjective,asfarasmysimu-
ProfessorofLibraryScience Ida lated store is concerned."
-.
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THE FINAL TOP TEN
WORDS ON TOP TEN
LIS~S: 10-Zounds!9- Great
Scott! 8- Great Neptune! 7-
Great Hera! 6- Great Kyrpton!
5- It's Clobberin Time 4- Holy...
3- Wollipin Websnappers! 2-
Hulk smash! and 1- Accredita-
tion, Accreditation, Accredita-
tion!"
THE FINAL WORD ON
MOVIE REVIEWING: Does
anyone pay attention to these
thing??
. waiting.~.We can't .hold our
breath much longer. YOU'RE .
KILLING US~!
THE FINAL WORD ON THE
"STARWARS" SAGA: What's
going or;' George? We're
THE FINAL WORD ON STE-
VEN SPEILBERG: He's
STILL the man!'
THE FINAL WORD ON
HULK HOGUN: Disneyl
Touchstone here you come!
HULKAMANIA will ron wild
THE FINAL WORD ON THE 'at the Magic Kingdom dude!
GRAMMY AWARDS: I think
FLAVOR-FLAV of the group
PUBLIC ENEMY said it best in
the song "Bring The Noise"
when he said, "Who gives a F-
k about a god-rn Grammy!"
EMMYAWARDS: Will always
run second to the Oscars, but I
don't know why. .
THE FINAL WORD ONTBE
THE FINAL WORD ON UP-
COMING MOVIES THIS
I
SUMMER:
See "The Final Word On Se-
quels." Oh Yeah...DICE, DICE,
and more DICE!! Won't do as
good as last year, but we know
that right?
THE FINAL WORD ON TV:
Hey, it don't get no better then
its gotten! UH huh...
THE FINAL WORD ON
LATE NIGHTTALKSHOWS:
er...Sorry Pat. Some of us had
high hopes, unfortunately thOse
folks go to bed early so they
wouldn't miss WHEEL OF
FORTUNE.
THE FINAL WORD ON THE
ACADEMY AWARDS: Either
I'm getting like them or they're
getting like me. Also, when is
Steve gonna get his?
By MARTIN STARKE
THE FINAL WORDOKAYY'ALL THISIS IT! It'stime to give the final .word oneverything. Why? Because I've
written close to 100 articles for
"The Ticker" and it's real hard
to keep track ofeverything I've
said unless we do something
like this...And besides this is
absolutely, positively most as-
suredly, most unequivocally,
and without a doubt the very
last installment of STARK'S
ARTS.
THE FINAL WORD ON SE-
QUELS
___.10, ~_- TickerArts. 21
ABSOLUTELY, ·POSITWELY,MOST ASSUREDLY, MOST UNEQUWOCALLY,
AND WITHOUT A DOUBT. THE LAST INSTALLMENT OF
TARK'S
nies (PARAMOUNT, COLUM- MANNEQUINU-Doublewhy??
BIA/TRI-STAR, WARNER MARY POPPINS II- NO, Not
BROS. MGM/UA, ORION, Disney too!
DISNEY/TOUCHSTONEI MYSTIC PIZZA II- With or
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES, without anchovies?
and UNIVERSAL): NAKED GUN 2: The Smell Of
ALIENS 111- Definitely some- Fear- Marvy!
thing to look forward to! NIGHTMARE ON. ELM
BACK TO THE FUTURE 111- STREET 6- Freddy please go
Due out May 25, 1990, this one work for UPS.
will wrapup the BACKTO THE PARENTHOOD II- A little too
FUTUREseri~ white bread for me.
BATMAN 11- Maybe it will ac- PREDATOR 2:BODYCOUNT-
tually be about BATMAN this NoSchwarzenegger,butplentyLike JamesBrown, Hollywood D )
f "D . , It T time. of Glover (as in anny.has a habit 0 om 0 BEVERLY HILLS COP 111- PSYCHO. IV-Isn't this guy
Death." The "it" refers to the This one is kind of played out cured or deadyet?? .
idea that when a movie makes ., h
now, don't you think? RAMBO IV-Yes, It s t e
oodles ofcash it magically gets BILL &. TED'S EXCELLENT Sylvester Stallone show again.
c1onedintofive, maybe even 10 ADVENTURE II- Why not? He'll star, write, edit, direct,
look alike films. This type of BLUE LAGOON II: The 2nd produce, bring the food, and
thing is happening right now Generation": Only because "The have all the responsibility on
with movies based on com- h .
. Next Generation" was already his .shoulders when t e movies ...AND FINALLY, THE FINAL WORD TO THOSE PEOPLE
icbooks. - Because or the phe- taken. Double gas face. special Earth Day tie in gets WITHOUT WHOM THE TICKER ARTS SECTION WOULD
nomenal success of BATMAN, CHILD'S PLAY II- This one's pan,ned by every critic in the OLLEGE ARTS
the $200 million blockbuster of NOT HAVE BECOME THE MOST READ C
for dummies. country. - SECTION IN THE C'l," .~TWORK:1989,. Hollywood ,has finally CHINATOWN II: The Two ROCKY V_ Stallone's saving
become' aware-that ·,thel"e- is .. , ....'? uld be' ':'1.;;:- ~"t· - --.. ,--.- , . ak'J8k~•.It'$a..bout time. grace...nus:co.· .: ,w~~,~. '·'-'d.D~ile(PARAMOUNT PICTURES}-Thanks for m .:moneyiri~.c,This-potential DEL·TA~,RCE II- Chuck "Rocky"'· movie since the' on,·m: . ' .. ' , ,
with ~,,,,, ~ ingus anotrer'we couldn't refuse. --- .. ' . •to makem'egabltCks . ..su-. ~. . .!Il. __ a1~"'~J'm1'.TELEVISfON)-I:iet'sget;busy! •pern~1i8ii-~~. :~iieii:<;';;;D;;e··· ~A.faRDA¥~~~~c -lJorrV Ug (2Oth.CENTURY FOX)- May the FORCE be WIth you.
producers on a heated hunt to out J-une 29, 1990. How can the III- See '~ajor League- and -1m Milkr(MGMJUA)- Good Luck with ROCKY V! .
find that right character that same guy get eaugbtin the "Mannequin." -Belinda Breese (UNIVERSAL)- Thanks for all those screemng
will allow them to cashin on the wrong place at the wrong time SHORT CIRCUIT 111- Blow a
book l". passes. IC
comic rervor. twice? If this sequel makes fuse already No.5! . -Lisa Halliday (DISNEYII'OUCHSTONElHOLLYWOOD P -
BATMAN has come and gone; megabucks, he'll get caught in THREE MEN ANDABABYll: TURES): You guys got enough sub- divisions?
TEENAGE MuTANT NINJA the same place at the wrong Three Men And A Little Lady- -Win Loenthal (WARNER BROS.): Thank God for bats huh?
TURTLES are here now; CAP- time for a third time. Very "iffy" concept if you ask -llama. T. Murphy (EDDIE MURPHY PRODUCTIONS? INC.):
TAIN AMERICA is due in DffiTYDANCINGII-Contrary me. Tell Eddie "Hi" from Randy, Wayne, Mona, Martin, and
August; PUNISHER.i~already n to popular belief I gjdn't have WHO FRAMED ROGER RAB- T.H.U.N.D.E.R. .
in-she-can and 8w81tinga-re-- "The Time OfMy Life," with the BIT 11- Not exactly the same -Marci Granda (COLUMBIAITRI-STAR): Keep those movies
lease date; DICK TRACY is first one, so the second one will concept as the first one, but still comin'!!
comingout this summeramidst really send me to the bathroom. a sure bet. -Michael Caprio (FRED NATHAN COMPANY): More passes
muchhypeandsoisROBOCOP EXORC1&T III: 1990- YOUNGGUNS 2-1 thought all please! . ,
II;SPIDERMAN is coming this ANOTHER48HRS-Another90 those guys died in the original. -ORION PICTURES: Thank YQU for your cooperation.
Christmas; THE WATCHMAN minutes of the same old stuff. -MEDIA SPECIALTIES: That LORD OF THE FLIES situation
is being filmed; THE GODFATHERllI:TheContinu- was mailed a long time ago. Anyway, here's another copy!
AVENGERS, WOLVERINE, ing Story- I've got high hopes -WEINTRAUB ENTERTAINMENT: More "stuff' for next year
and BATMAN II are in the pre- for this one! Okay?'
production stages, and THE GONE WITH THE WIND III- . -WNBC: No photos, but more press releases than we knew what to
SHE-HULK and IRON MAN That's right, ruin another clas- do with.
have scripts written. You get sic with a rip-off sequel! -WABC: Thanks for nothing.
the idea. . GREMLINS 2: The New Batch- -WCBS: See "WABC."
But as big as comicbook hero Sounds like a rehash of the old -CINEPLEXIODEON: You guys know why!
cloninghasbecome, thereis still batch. -BARUCH COLLEGE AUDIONISUAL: 'The unsung heroes of
an evenbiggeridealoomingover HONEY, I SHRUNK THE Baruch College finally get their'sl! Thanks can never be enough,
Tinsletown. That's the idea KIDS II- Honey, I Made The unfortunately I'm broke right now!
called "sequelmania" or, if a Kids Invisible, Honey, I 'Sent
movie is a hit and makes big The Kids To The Moon, and THE FINALwoan ON THE FINALWORD: Never Say Never!
cashit will doitagain arid again Honey, I Xeroxed The Kids are
and again. This summer, and the three possibilities for the
for the rest of the year, it will be next movie.
all too obvious that "sequelma- JAGGED EDGE II- Too blunt!
, rna" will be running rampant· LETHALWEAPON 3- Nomore
through your neighborhood after this one, Okay.
movie theaters. This raises the LOOK WHO'S TALKING II-
question as to whether Holly- You know John Travolta is'
woodis actually selling outjust coming back for this one! Fi-
to make' money or (and this is nally some work.
the scary part) if they are sim- LOVE AT FIRSTBITE II: Love
ply loosing their creativity and At Second Bite: Dracula Comes
originality. To Hollywood- An overly long
Check out this list of sequels title, and with George Hamil-
that will be J;Dming out soon ton even!
(withintbenext twoyears)from MAJOR LEAGUE 11- Why?
the seven major movie compa-
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Branch _
Rank ~OS__
Soc. Sec. No.
I am: =In High School =:J In College
---, H.S. Graduate =: College Graduate
Pnor Militarv Sen-ice: :::J Yes =~o
: .J."1dt'r,:.lIlC :h~r~ ISno ubll~tlon T~ .ruorrnauon \'OUvolun
:';~ll\ provide lncludlnl( vour socw securuv number, ",111 be
,J~ for re, ~,Jl:lnjlpurposes onh Your SS:'\ ",Ill be used tv
d!IaJ\Z~ r~spon~" ..l,u:ho,,:\ IOl'SC :;u3
For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.
The men and women of the Army National
Guard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guard you can qualify for the
Mbnfgomery GrBilT~an<fearnup-t~UOto-
wards college. By serving as little as one week-
end a month and two weeks a year, you can just
about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: Psychology The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
knew You'll gain self-confidence. You'llfind out
what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing.
Lesson Four: Philosophy. Whether you're
operating a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
stronger nation. ".;
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• HOLLY HITTMAN
VANILLA
Cybill Shepard
Produced by Fred Ford
Gold Castle Records
~TING:·
DO YOU LIKE
MUSIC? .
WELL, COME
.:~ FOk
_ARTS.
HOUSE ¥USIC ALL
NIGHT LONG
(BEST OF HOUSE MUSIC
VOLUME 3)
Various artists and producers
Profile Records
Rating: ••••112*
This is the latest volume in
the Best ofHouse Music series
from Profile Records. I t is a
double album with 12 Songs;
some are the original mixes
andsomeareremixes. Adeva'.
"Respect" is here, with a hip-
house remixfeaturing Monie-Love of "Grandpa's Party" fame.
It includes everything from Sandee's "Notice Me" to the Jungle.
Brother's 'TIl House You" to A Guy Called Gerald's "Voodoo
Ray," It even includes a Personal favorite, Vicky Martin's "(Not
Gonna) Do It," and I thought I was the only one who absolutely
loved that song. You cannot lose with this one. Ithas sounds from
Detroit, New York, New Jersey, and of course, Chicago.
The two albums preceding this one, Vol.1 and Vol. 2, contain hits
that no collection should be without. Volume 1 includes the
national house anthem-"Move Your Body," by Marshall
Jefferson, Liz Torres with "Can't Get Enough," and the classic
"You Used to Hold Me'" by Ralpbi Rosario. Volume 2 boasts
LNR'sCWork It To The Bone:Black Riot's "A Day In The Life,"
and the ever-popular cShake Your Body" by Jeanette 'JT' Tho-
mas.
Hyou want to know why everyone is having a house phase...)Vhy
everyonefrom.LauraBranigan toMichaelJack80nhasjumped
on the house bandwagon, check out this series. Ifyou missed the
12-inch singles when they were first released or if you were just
introduced to house-these records are for you. Even ifyou don't
collect records, buy these three strictlyfor listening enjoyment. Of
course there are artists not included (not yet, anyway), but there
is only so much room ona piece ofvinyl. These albums will make
you a house music fanatic. You will be playing your stereo at full
blastandyour neighbors will be knocking on the walls demanding
som~peace and quiet. They all come highly recommerided-check
.them.out. .
That's right; that Cybill
Shepard. Apparently, she's
evolved from a so-so· actress
<MadieHayesofMOONLIGHT-
ING), to a jazz singer. VA-
NILLA, ~epard's fourth and
most recent album, was originallyY·rre;ec~o)ir~d:eeddaanma:drre;I~·d1iinil1997179~.
This 1990 re-release is a memorial to the late jazz musician
Phineas Newborn Jr., who played keyboards on the album.
The instrumantal portion of this album is superb, however,
CybiII Shepard'. voice just doesn't cut it. Granted, she seems to
be making a wholehearted attempt as a singer to do justice to the
songs on heralbum which are by writersas diverse as Gershwin,
Fats WaDer and Shel Silverstein. But her whiny, flat voice
belting out CAin't Misbehavin," is enough. to make any listener
reach for the eject button.
Aside from Shepard's voice VANILLA, has the makings of a
greatjazZalbmn. Theinstrumentalsolosaresoulfulandmelodious.
Phineas Newborn plays the keyboards like second nature, The
songs themselves - '"S Wonderful: and cA Foggy Day: are
pleasantly nostalgic. But it'"s Shepard-. non-existant singing
voice which makes VANILLA: unreccomendable. To convey just
.how atrocious her singing voice is - she's more qualified as a
private 'eye than a singer. .
Make mine chocolate.
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Carrie" Larrier's
CAmerican Bandstand" and then promptly get booed off the of color.
"Soul Train'" have been staples stage by the audience. Have Sunday's NEW YORKTIMES
ofAmerican youth since practi- you noticed the new competi- had an article about the chang- .
cally the beginning of televi- tionagainst"Apollo?" It's called ing"face"oftelevision-discuss-
sion. They showcased music "Pump It Up!", another Califor- ing the numerous all-Black
and dance while featuring both nia-based show.Tt'shostedbya shows and talented (not to
popular and up and coming young person, who does loea- mention influential) individu-
performers. tionspotswithrappersinpaiks, als that have taken a strong
They took "Bandstand" offthe record stores, and onthe streets foothold on the networks. I
air a few years back. I thought of California, between all the mean look at "In Living Color"
it was headed for cable, but ifit videos~--AS'm~swriting, I've ·featuringthose:ta1ent.edWayan.
did, I wouldn't know because seen bitS-and pieces ofthree or brothers. Those guys are hi;,.
we're not wired for cable in four episodesofthe h0'1r:..1ong larious! Isuggesttheygetridof
~h~~~h~_ad.~~y.Th~sb:~~~~s. show. All I have seen besides the little dance interludes with
lively-always good for a . hometo.wn1ioiiiebOy~_a-~as8··· tb~-"sca~Y:Claa·womenand'-· .. -
laugh-watching all the Cali- are California rappers. Young spin them offto theirown show,
fornians doing that "American Me andEasy-Eg~ore!(Ugh') based in New York. This WI11
Bandstand dance." I must admit, though, that the benefit everyone-without the
"Soul Train", with Don Cor- host is fun--she's not just act- dancers on "...Color," they will
neliusas the don't-know-what- ing like she's up-on things, she's have time for at least one more
to-ask host, features Black for real. comedy routine. By starting a
Californian party-people and When video shows first be- New York based dance show,
R&B artists every week. I don't caine popular, "Friday Night we could fill the void I was talk-
know if the show has changed Videos" and "New York Hot ing about, and have something
oritPvejust gotten older, but I Tracks"emerged. "FridayNight young New Yorkers could bet-
find it extremely offensive. It's Videos" is targeted at 13 year . ter relate to. Great idea, eh?
gotten to the point where I ei- olds-maybe that is why I don't Well, maybe I'll work on it-I
ther check the TV Guide or understand its format. The am graduating, you know. I've
watch the first ten minutesof hosts are usually an odd match- got a couple ofideas about voids
the show to see who's perform. up of entertainers, and they that need to be filled, and I
ing. Ifno one interesting is on, chatter pointlesslybetween the might justbe the one to see to it
I tune in to "Pee;.Wee's Play- videos. "New York Hot Tracks" - that they get filled. Watch for
house."-- Personally, .I'm not - was much more interesting, it-I expect you'll be hearing
.Interestedin watchingscantily- hosted by radio deejay Carlos about big things from me in the
clad women bouncing ··around DeJesus of 92 WKTU fame. future.
underwearless in front of the He would hit all of the popular Speaking of graduating, this
camera. On top ofthat, instead clubs, and in between videos, ismylastcolumn. I hope you all
of dancing, couples work to- - he showed scenes of the party. have been reading my column
getherdoing little 'skits' or And now, of course, there's faithfully and have enjoyed
simply pose for the camera. old reliable, CVideoMusicBox." reading it as-much as Tve en- .
When they do dance, they are This hits even closer to home, joyed writing it. It took a lot of
doing played out New York with DJ Ralph McDaniels time and effort, but it was a lot
dances or the MC Hammer and the Vid Kid hosting the of fun seeing my name (and
specials. show at parties all over New opinions) in print. Thanks to
Both of these shows have York and New Jersey. They Kevin Dames for the encour-
Californiain common. -Why not usedtohave a -Word!" segment, agement, to all of the record
aNewYork based show? lama - with on the street interviews, companiesforkeepingmycrates
big New York fan-I love the comments, and opinions. from fully stoeked, to my writers for
Meta, the Giants, and yes, the teens ofcolor, They show many helpingout, to the fellasfor the
unusually pitiful Knicks. I root public service announcements, feedback, to my euz (1) Martin
for the Yankees and the Jets as and encourage feedback from -St.arkey for the keys. to Wesley
well. Why can'twe }:.~ve a show' the audience. Even with this for finally coming around, and
originahngfromth,eothercapi- show, there is still a void that ofcourse my family and friends
tal oftte music industry? needs to be filled. Because' I fortheirsupport. <Whew! Now
. Everyone loves "It's Showtime don't have cable, I don't get I see where all that thank-you
at the Apollo.'" Itisa trademark channel 31 very clearly. We junkon therecordjacketseomes
of New York-quite represen- need a network or Fox show from!) Tm outtahere! Peace.
tative of New Yorkers. ·People thatiabroadcastfromNewYork
come :UP to strut their stuff, andis targetedatyoung people
.
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roll. Reeves got tired and a new Hispanic Program Director, Carlos DeJesus, was
hired. Freddie was given a weekend shift running the board and playing studio
92tapes. OnValentine'sDay-thedayofloveandhappine~themajordrivejock
called in sick, No one left to replace him, DeJesus had no choice but to hand the
job over to anover-anxious over-eager Freddie. That Valentine Day, Freddie got
the chance to show his love for radio and the magic he possessed pouredrightout!
He was then given an over-
night weekend shift.
When WKTU was sold in
1986, Freddie moved on to
98.7 KISS and worked in the
.. --·saJile~studit) hehaddecided _.
radio was going to be the
future for him. After KISS,
he made another move to
HOT 103 whichlaterchanged
frequency and is currently
HOT 97, and home to Fred-
die Colon.
"Freddie" I asked him,
"what is it that you do, that
attracts listeners and keeps
ratings sohigh?" Andhelooks
at me like I'm crazy. "I don't
know what I do, I listen to
myself and, I go "yuck."
"The hardest past ofradio is
trying 1;0sound like yourself.
It took me seven years to
realize that all you have to do
is be who you are and not be
afraid." Freddie shrugs his
shoulder and laughs. He
~ak~~ it sound :so simple!
"Everyone .who's got their
--J:adioonhastoI~l1jlt~yo~'r.e
."talking to them..'" I went
home after the interview and
I listened to Freddie's show
that night being a little more
conscientious than usual.
And I felt like he was talking
to me. If I didn't know any
better I would think~die
was sitting on a couch com-
fortably, doinghis show. But
Freddiefeels differently. -It's
been lonelyfor ~Oyears. You
have to be in a room all by
yourself and you have to .
sound like you're having a
greattime.- .
. Changes, changes,
changes. So many changes
in music, changes in the ra-
dio industry, changesinsoci-
ety. Freddieshakeshishead! .
The musi.,c has changed to
"heavyhouse stuff.' Theclub
scene has changed. A few
years agokidshada fistfight
and it was over. Now kids
come back with guns. A sympathetic Freddie shakes his head again. He points a
finger at a corrupted society in which the family structure has been ~eakened.
"Kids don't get attention from their parents. They feel like the world owes them.-
He goes around to school's telling kids "don't get mad and go out and shoot
somebody. Use your energy in a positive way.'" Freddie teaches whathe's learned
and attributes the credit to his mother; "prove to them that you could do
something." Back in the summer of 1986 a young boy's mother called Freddie
devastated, telling him her son was on crack. She needed help. A simple phone
call from Freddie encouraged this young boy to seek help and straighten out his
life. Humanitarian Freddie always on the look out.
So what does the future hold in store for Mr. Colon? He likes F1o~dabecause
the weather isbeautiful,helikes programmingand prociucingmusicand someday
he'd like to run a station! An ever-so confident Freddie runs down a list of what
he likes and dislikes, what he wishes for, and what he wants to change! Looking
down at his watch, it's 7:45 PM, 15 minutes before he goes on air, and with a
childish grin he says, "Tm the best at what I do in my field right now. I take a lot
of pride in being a Puerto Rican jock." ..
He downs his soda and runs off to another night on the radio,
S
AT-HOT 97, F DDY COLON
sIZZLES ACROSS T
T
By GEORGIA KONTOS
His high-school SAT scores told him he would g~ on to ~ a physical
education~herora funeral director. His high-school principal told him ~ewould
be nothing but trouble all his life because he was Hispanic. W?at ~he! didn't tell
Freddie Colon was that he would go on to be a very successful 111 his li~e. . .
A veteran of'the N.Y.C. radio scene, this man does not have a superfi,Clallnflated
ego, nor does hevoice an on-going babble about the numerous talent he s more than
rubbed shoulders with over the
years. Freddie gives the term
"down-to-earth' a new defini-
tion..He'_s.ple.~t, he'smodest,
has a great sense of humor and
he's a very popular disc-jockey.
He smiles and tries to look con-
vincing claiming he's always
been on the shy side. Come on
Freddie! Shy? There's only about
one million people out there who
listen to you. And yet, Freddie
.risists that yes indeed, he is
shv'
-" .. -' .
Success didn't come easy for
Freddie, but lady luck sure
smiled his way-all the way to
th top, which is exactly where
33 year old Freddie now sits.
Just how did the son of a Mer-
chantMarine anda strict Puerto
Rican mother maneuverhis way
around? "All I ever told people
was to give me a chance." And
when Freddie got thatchance he
took off like °a shooting rocket
withhis destination-NewYork
City. (
Bornin Manhattan, he moved
toPnertoRicothencamabeckto
New York and settled in Staten
Island at the age of seven. The
neighborhood boys played dirty
jokes on him because his Eng-
lish was limited. Some kids
avoided him 8ltagether because
he was Puerto Rican and preju-
dice was a language he learned
before English.
After graduating from St.
Peter's High School for Boys in
Staten Island---and a few short
semesters in college, he took a
job as a bartender and night
manager ofa bar. Morningman
Terry Nelson's vojce at 99X
(currently 98.7KISS)keptFred-
~ die company in the wee hours of
the morning. One day Nelson's
.partner had a hangover and he
askedthe audiencefor help with
some liners. Freddie called and
soon after became part of the
99X morning show. Only in the
movies can luck roll this way!
One thing led to another and
Freddie was invited to the 99X studio. "The minute I walked into the control room,
1
1told him [Nelson] this is what I ~ant to do. The board l~k:d.like something out
a spaceship," Years later he still gets goosebumps remimscmg.
And offto Califonria he was. Nineteen years old, scared to death, depressed and
miserable ,(but determined to get his FCC license and make a break in the radio
industry), with nothing but a dream and his father's voice telling him he was going
. tobe out ofall things ca bum." (Father doesn't always know best.) He received his
FCC license but stations wouldn't hire him because he lacked experience. So
Freddie started spinning for a nightclub in San Fransisco and moved on to a bigger
nightclub, MAXWELL'S. At~LL'S:hemet a disc-jockey from a local disco
station and started makingdub mix tapes, After getting a following oflisteners he
was given a weekend shift. A week after he was hired the station was sold and the
format changed. . .
Freddie packed his bags and bought a one-way ticket to New York. He set his
sights on 92 WKTU (currently KROK) and started a mission ofharassing Program
Director Dale Reeves. -I called him for a month. I started writing to him, sending
himpostcards, belloons, flowers, bad people calling for me. I senthim a T-shirtt~t
said WKTU needs Freddie Colon," Reeves finally gave up and hired Freddie.
WKTUpayedbiscarfareand gavehim some spare cash while he learned the ropes.
Maybe Freddie shouldadd cstamina- as his middle name. Nowthings started to
....
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. .. The 1991 TdjOta MR3,withitB new maJeeover. '.
horsepower, 5.5 more than the smaller engine.· The 348 is· tTOduee a. V12 to rival' other
Countach. A Diablo can be priced at around $78,000 com- manufacturers. The car has
picked up for around $180,000 pared to $150,000 for the red- been sueh an instant success
and change, provided that you head. that Mercedes dealers have a
are patient enough to wait on a Two other long awaited, al- waiting list of over a year for
two year waiting list. The sec- though not exotic cars, were delivery, due to such high de-
ond awaited car was the new the Mercedes Benz 500 SEL mand. BMw has designed an
Ferrari 348. This car is tpe roadster convertible and the .all new coupe to replace- the
successor' to the popular 328. BMW 850i1 coupe. The Mer- aging 6 series model. The 850i1
The 348, at first glance looks cedes Benz 500 SEL roadster coupe is the new designation for
similar ~th~Te~tarossa(Red- will replace the 1~ year old the series. It in~testhe
head), WIth Its SIde flares and design ofthe Mercedes 560and sleek, twodooraerostylirigand
molding~.The main difference 380 series roadster. The car a powerful BMW '"V12 en~ne.
between the tw.o is in size .and has been completely aerody- The 850il eomes standard
engine. The Testarossa is namically reshaped and is equipped with a six speed auto-
powered by the classic Ferrari considered the leader in con- matic transmission.' BMW's
V12; the 348, like th~ 328, is vertible car design.. ~~. roof transmission designs are her-
propelled by a V8engme. The folds away automatically and aIded as the best in the busi-
48 in the designation 348repre- in the back is a roll bar that ness. Both the Mercedes Benz
sents4valvespercylinder. This automatically raise in 1/500 of 500SELroadsterandtheBMW
gives the 348m~epower than a second if the car should go 850il come with a hefty price
the 328 mc>.del It replaces. Of pasthorizo~in a crash. For tag for sueh high volume ears.
~be Testarossaand348, the 348 now, the caris offered with a 6 Eachcanbepurdlasedforabout
IS about 2 !eet shon.r and 300 cylinder or8 cylinder engUie, $81,000..
pounds lIghter due to the but for 1991, Mercedes will in- .
tive Corporation claim that
the Vector car can exceed 220
mph and accelerate from· a
standing start to 60 mph in
under 4 seconds. The only
available claims are on a vide·
--otape-prodt:reedby··the·V--ector·_-
AutomotiveCoy-p. The'Vector
is powered by an all alumi-
num, Chevrolet small block,
V8 twin turbocharged engine.
Parts and materials for the
car have been molded out of .
militaryaircraftmaterials and
carbon fibre. As said before,
the Vector car and company
have traveled a long and com-
plicated road. In 1985, the
Good Year Tire and Rubber
Company came out with an
all season rubber tire named
Vector. As a result,
Mr.Weigert took Good Year
to court over copyright ,laws
and Good Year settled out of
court~ Right now the Vector
car #1 is the only car made.
Vector Automotive Corp. is
taking.orders for more cars
even though there are no
substantiatedcomparisonand
testedfigures. Estimatedprice
for a Vector is near 200 thou-
sand plus dollars. The car is
as mythical as it looks.
The Vector was not the only
exotic at the show; two new
well awaited exotics made
theirdebuthere. Onecarwas .
the long awaited replacement
for the Lamborghini Coun-
tach: The Diablo (deviD, simi-
lar in looks to its predecessor,
exceptthatits shapeand lines .
were cleaned and made softer
to the wind. It is still powered
by the silky smooth and pow-
ertblLamborghiniV12engine.
Output was eDhanced to 500 .
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RUSH SCORES .MAGICALLY AT THE COUSEUM
By ROBERT BYRNES terrif b h' '. ..
With the release oftheir thir m. c, udi~btl e IGaser ligbeht show Ible amount of Impressive fret in theirmid tolate teens, where listener know that the drum
. - was Incre e. reen amsof work, th t b . hi 1 to . . . .teenth studio album, "Presto" I Ii ht . reed h . a rings m c ose 1974 has nothing more than solo is on.Its way, Peart'ssolo
Canadian rock giants, RUSH ~ 1f4 Pl~ h ~ rough the "Ene Claptonhood." , infantile memories. So, most of' was incredible with passionate
exploded at the Nassau Coli: :.r. an
all oun d t e~~ way onto Bassist Geddy Lee i.s with- thecrowdcameto~earthe~ew andprecisetom-tomwork,along
seum stop of their 1990 North New ~tn ceIhn: o! .the out a d?ubt the greatest bass stuff' and it's the older 'stuff,' with intricate snare rolls andof
American tour. chassau I~um, an elicited pl~~er In z:oek music history. the pre-tech days ofRUSH that coursetheinfamousdoublebass
On April 22 fiftee. th d eers of eXC1temen~ from the HisInnovation and accuracyput got most of the play. foot rolls.
, n ousan crowd However this was al hi t th to . f· h .h f :-.'1pea. pIe were treated to f h .' ... ~ so mae pot e eap 0 w From "Presto," they played, The show ended with "Tom
.one 0 t e most disturbing part f th bass I ' .
the best live bands ever. RUSH show. 0 e payers.. .. "Show ~n't Tell," "The Pass," SaWyer," ~e song that Geddy
who is known for their on-stage '. .Drummer Neil Peart. Just «WarPaint,"and"Supercondue- Lee descnbes as the most loved
prowess, provedonceagain that w~re~~a;2~ena:ull~fpeoPle ~~ame creates i~ages .of tor," From "Hold Your Fire: and best known RUSH song.
they are a force to be reckoned p . eac. to ear one I?ood. ~r seeing him (1987), they played"ForceTen,- Then Lee said goodnight 'and
with the most pioneering bands of play live, there IS no doubt that which was also the. opening thelightswentdown. Thecrowd
Th· .. . t MR BIG th~ decade, ~d~ost of them he is the greatest drummer to song "Time Stand Still - and began to scream and cigarettee opemng ac ,. wereresponding to h 'd h . ks ' , -,ith ._r: b 1 ' Images more ever or t e stic . "Mission - lighters- went on eve1'"VuPhereWI lluamous ass payer th . ds ( ha d n . . ..".I .n ••
BillySh did th ~' an soun , see w t a ec- ceart IS fast, accurate and "Manhattan Project," and The lights blasted back on and. - een . more· anjust ade of MTV d ) . 1 • :.1.... -
warm up th d Thei can o. Just pram awesome. In the - "Marathon -and"DistantEarly· so did the opening rifT to·-nte
e crow . eIr However the most i . hi to f k . d . '
musical tal t d abilitv j .' . mpressivs s ry 0 roc muSIC, no rum- Warning," were. three other I Spirit of Radio - which rocked
. en an 1 1 Y IS portion of RUSH thei - ha d . lik . ' . '
. 1·' . ,IS err In mer as rna e an Impact e he relatively recent songs played. the crowd who m turn rockedgenuine y rmprassiva, strumental tale t J t li te h Th' .
Billy Sheen, MR. BIG band . n. us IS n- as. e new generatIOn. of From the pre-tech days, back the Coliseum with. stamping
.1 der i fth ~ 'bas 1.ng to. them one would sa.ythat rock drummers all grew up with to the RUSH songs that bar feet. Then. theywentintotheir
ea er ISone 0 e fastest s they w 't tri b t hi h . id I .
1 t alonai hile eren a 0, u more rm as t eir i 0 and sometimes bands don't dare play because traditional close taken frompayers ocome ongInaw e like . tet B hei '" . .,
Hi st 1 d d · . . 1 e a qum . ut, t err accu- mspiration. John Bonham' they are just too difficult and threedifferent songs the"Over-s yean soun IS some- r . h t k th h (LED P "
what like thatofCliffBurion acy is w a rna es . em sue a . -ZEP ELIN) and Carl when they try only make fools- . ture,"sectionof"2112,""LaVilla
the ori . al bass 1 . for great show to see hv~. It h~d Palmer (EMERSON, LAKE & ofthemselves, theyplayed, "Red Strangiato," that cut Into "InMET~~C as~ p a!er . or been over two years SInce their PALMER), come to mind when Barchetta" "Free Will" The Mood."
. h d A,dWI th his~Igh last tour, yet the time offdidn't the words great and drummer "Xanadu - and "Closer To The Overall RUSH proved thatpitc soun an natural quick- h ff t th . .. ,- ,
. . ave any e ec on err per- are said together, but change Heart." theyareiIaritSiii rock;andthaf ' -
ness..AlthhoughSheen W.aslI~- formance on the 22rid.How- great to awesome, and Neil Intimate RUSH songs played GeddyLee AlesLifesonand
pressIve;--'l' e was standing In e r th 1 tl d than P . all . , .
Ged ~ " ve, eywerea 0 ou er eart IS you canthink of. were "Subdivisions" the NeilPeartare threeofthemostdy Lee's shadow through-· their rf . th t RUSH 1 d 1 . . ' .. .'h " er pe ormances In e pas , p aye at eastonesong quintessenttal NeIl Peart talented and innovative musi-
out t e entire opemng. act. and probably louder than most from every. album except "Fly show-off song that any drum- cians in rock music today
As for RUSH as their album other sh tad B N' h "(1975) d"C' ,
.' . ows ay. y Ig t, an aress mer worth their salt can tell proven with theirappropriatelytitle~ugge~ts,theywe~SImply GuitaristAlex Lifeson is still OfSteel," (l975). And, although you is the most difficult drum titled·album "Presto."
magical WIth both SIght ~d as good as he always was, with the band dates back to 1974, sOng to play. "YYZ,"the classic
sound. Not only was the mUSIC speed, accuracy and an incred- most of the crowd seemed to be instrumental song that lets the
AUTOSHOW
Continued/rom Page 19
developing 2 strokes. . It is
call~d the 8-2 experimental
two stroke. A four stroke
engine requires 4 separate
piston movements to draw
freshfuel--and --oxygen-,eom-
press theinixture, ignite it and
then dispel it. Because the
four stroke requires 2 com-
pleteup and down strokes, 4in
all, the engine is notproducing
.outputas efficientlyas it could.
The two stroke design incorpo-
rates only one up and down
stroke to complete the cycle of
drawing fresh fuel and oxy-
gen, compressing, igni ting, and
then dispeUingit. Theengine's
pistons do-more work in less
time, therefore, power output
is maximized. The two stroke
engine can be easily installed
in small cars due to its com-
pact size.
Of course, autQ shows are
not just meant to·display eve-
ryday cars, Conceptsand safety
equipment. The cars that the
public come toseeare the exotic
sports cars that few see on the
road and even fewer own, still.
One of the most intriguing
exotics was the Vector. The.
Vector is a car thathas been in
the design andfinancing stage
for nearly twelve years. Its
historyisl~gandcomplicated.
The . designer, financier and
owner of Vector Automotive
Corporation is Gerald Weig-
ert. Mr. Weigert's ~am has
_been to design and buildan all
American super exotic sportS
car that could beat the rest of
Europe; as well as, Japan.
AlthoUgh no automotive peri-
odicalhassubstantiatedit, Mr.
Weigert and Vector Automo-
..... :.. :-, .. '", ;. ..:..•..
tour with KILL FOR THRILL,
and BROKEN GLASS...
Look for a super show at
Giants Stadium this summer
withAEROSMITH and KISS...
AEROSMITH will play at
Castle Dennington Rock Festi-
val this summer. WHITES-
NAKE is headlining...
RAGING SLAB and LAW
AND ORDER on tour together
now...
Steve Stevens will behelping'
Michael Moavoe 'write tunes
for the ex- HANOI ROCKERS
next album...
Really cool show on MTV "Un-
plugged." One recent show had
Ste:vie Ray Vaughn and Joe
Satrianigoing acoustic...
(2~Page max, 25 origina:l.ctlpI¢$l:
$2.50·· ··per page (30rd~(iiii~'1
ROCK QUIZ:
. .
Last Time Answer:
The STONES had Hell's Angels as Security
.Guards and they killed a fan in front of the
stage.
NEW QUESTION:
At the Monterrey Pop Festival in 1968, this
artist had a bitter argument with THE WHO
guitarist Pete Townsend over who would
headline. Itwas decided that THE WHO would
headline. So, while doing his set, this "mystery
person,"sethis guitar on fire in one ofthe truly
classic ·moments in rock. In fact, his whole set
was so unbelieveable that THE WHO refused
to take the stage. Name this guitar wizard.
Speaking of CIRCUS OF
POWER, their new album is
"Killer!" Rumor has it that RIP
Magazineis promoting them on
York.
Well; fellow Baruehians, I
guess the moral of the story is
prettydear. Herewearesmack
in the middle ofManhattan and
going on around us is a renais-
-sanee of rock music. Ifyou are .
a rockfan, don'tlet the opportu-
nity. slip away, check 'out the
club action, you won't be disap-
. pointed, Andifyou're not arock
fan, check it out anyway, you
might like it.
Price List
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SA·Rl}c'Fr·.sT·O·DE·NTS ... ,
Why tear the hair from your head preparing
Resumes, Term papers··· or Theses· when you >can
have them professiona.lly prepared for you?
After you. put your thoughts ·together,we'.ll·do
the rest, «-from word processing , to layou:t:,to_
proofreading, to the ultimat~ finishe:d
product... All performed byhighlysk:ilJJed
pro.fessionals, ontoday's most popurar,...i1nd
efficient software and hardware. All finished
products are Laser-Printed for the.best
appearance.
We'll pick up and deliver at Barucll, e>r _for
your convenience, you can either mail·, or fax
your original materials to. our office. A1.~
Reasona1?l.e Dead~ines Me't. If you'rethet.ype
who likes to dictate, we' 11 be gladto:<take
either standard, or micro cassettesandif'you
prefer, we can also return your work with· a
floppy diskette for your personal· files.· ••
All at reduced prices for Baruch Students.-
To Call or Fax information: (212) .89<2-78.23::·>
To Mail:pac:eSoft~a.:r:e-·services/Iric. . .
·p~O.: Box.. ·.69 . .. .:>./.:. .:::,<::.:::::
.
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Resumes - $30
papers/Theses
·copies}·
Delivery - postag~' only (FREE for' Baruch<.Pic~
up)'·
with the emergence of MOT-
LEY CRUE, BON JOVI .and
RATT that bands don't neces-
sarily have to sound good, with
th~ emergence of the female
audience, iftheboys in the band
were pretty, records would sell.
New York, however, never got
involved in Glam-rock. The
quality of the music was what
mattered. Just look at the re-
cent slew ofbands to come from
New York,' who ignore image.
LIVING COLOUR, RAGING
SLAB, cmcus OF POWER,
LAW AND ORDER and AN-
THRAX.
Another interestingdifference
is the clubs. In LA there are
too many bands. Promoters at
local dubsare liningtheirpock-
ets with the "pay to play,"
scheme, where promoters actu-
ally make the bands pay to play
at the club because of the over-
abundance of bands that want
to play.
New York though, has a rich
diversity ofclubs, CBGB's, The
Ritz andL'Amoursarejust three
ofthe high profile clubs in New
in order to get signed.' Looks
.. became more important than
sound. Even GUNS'N'ROSES,
the least image conscious band
to emerge from the L.A. Glam-
rock scene, hadan early history
ofhairspray. Remember Axl's
spikedhairin "Welcome To The
Jungle," on MTV.·
In short, the LA scene nearly
initiated its own demise by re-
fusing to take chances on more
creative, less mainstream
bands. However, this is chang-
ing with the recent signings of
FAITH NO MORE and RED
HOT CHILI PEPPERS.
METALLICAfound that they
couldn'tmakeitin the L.A. club
circuit because of their refusal
to become MOTLEY CRUE
look-a-likes. Thus they moved
north to San Francisco and
eventually were signed in New
York.
The fact that they were.signed
in New York is no coincidence.
The ba,nds that get signed
through the New York Connec-
tion get signed on merit not
mousse. People in LA. realized
FALL 1990 AFRO-AMERICAN NOVEUSTS --
REBEL"WRlTERS against injustice, racism, sex-
ism and homophobia -- are Addison Gayle's
topic. Baldwin, Wright, Morrison, Walker,
Killens are the subjects. Don't miss it.
TIll 9:40 - 10:55
REOUIRE..~!B-plus average, junior or senior
standing, pemll:ssion of Director, Myrna Chase,
1507 Lexington Avenue Building, 725-4410.
If you want it, FEn NOW.
Are you FElTING for 'your education?
The FElT INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR
i
in the .S brings together the
best and the brightests every semester to
discuss major themes.
FALL 1990 TIlE NEW YORK~TS SCENE --
from SOHO to MOMA, from BAM to Lincoln
Center, the galleries, clubs, concert halls, the
art markets are the meca for the creators and
the consumers of the arts. Post-modern, de-
constructed; constucted, reconstructed, per-
.formance arts, avant garde 1990 are the topics
for Kach~.r, Olan and Rollyson of art, music and
literature. MW 11:20 - 12:35
When I first began tomentally
outlinethis particluar article, I
was going to present it as a
comparison between the New
York and Los Angeles rock
scenes.
It was going to be great, ya
know, band vs. band, club vs.
club etc.,' the classic N.Y. vs.
L.A. thing allover again.
The more I thought about it,
the more I realized that there is
nocomparingthe twocities. The
"New York Music Under-
ground," which has been held
down way too long, is finally
exploding into the mainstream
and assumingits rightful place
as the nation's most exciting,
diverseanddynamicrock scene.
Sure, LA was the place to be
for virtually all ofthe 8<Ys ifyou
wanted to break in. All the
major labels had their eyes on
the 'clubs in Hollywoodand LA
However, the bands in Los
Angeles soon suffocated, them-
selves along with the help ofthe
record companies.
They created a formula where
bands had to fit a certain image
By DAVID BORG
GET~~R
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Edge:
Boston
Boston
Wash.
Boston
Even
Even,
BOston
Prediction: Bostoninsix. Moog
will just frustrate the Caps all
series.
Who will be in the finals? It
should beBoston vs.Edmonton
in a rematch of two years ago
when the Oilers swept the
Bruins. But, this playoff sea-
son has been full of surprises.
Overconfidence killed Calgary,
Winnipeg, Buffalo and the
Rangers. So, anything is pos-
sible. Let's play hockey!
and insight into the game of
hockey left in him, and a mix-
ture of young players and tal-
ented veterans who can only
continue to improve.
This summer the Rangers will
1
probably move their top farm
team operation to Binghamton,
N.Y., which will improve the
efficiency ofthe Ranger system.
They will attempt to outbid
other clubs for free agent goalie
Dave Gagnon from Colgate
University. Thiswouldenhance
their organizational depth in
goal and allow them to deal one
, oftheir three top netminders to
acquire another big body on the
blueline andfor a youngscoring
forward. They will probably
draft centers and defensemen
in the June amateur draft tofill
out their system. Come train-
ing camp rookies like wings'
Boren .True and Steven Rice,
defenseman Dennis Vial and
center Rol> Zaummer will pres- .
sure the veterans for jobs. The
Rangers will enter their second
half century in search of Lord
Stanley's Grail with more than
a dreamer's chance of winning
it.
Do not hang your heads,
Ranger fans. The infamous
saying, "Wait until next year,"
(which hasbeen saideveryyear
for 50 years) actually means
something now.
Even
Edinonton .:
Edmonton
Edmonton
Chicago
Even
Edmonton
Edge:Category:
Coaching:
Goaltending:
Offense:
Defense:
Intangibles:
Special Teams:
Overall ,Edge:
Team Comparisons
-- --- Chicago 'Washiilgton -
vs. vs.
Edmonton Boston
'~"~.PiDaI: Edmonton vs. Boston
.'~,CiP'Wmner: BostOoBridas
to do is stop Bourque and
Neeley.
Intangibles: Boston Garden
is a much smaller arena than
most, which leaves less room
for the flying Caps to maneu-
ver.. The Caps are the cinder-
ella team and have little to lose
so the pressure is all on Boston.
Keys: IfBoston stopsthe Druce-
Hunter-Courtnallline, the Caps
are finished. All Washington·
must do is get to Moog and stop
BourqueandNeeley. Theymust
continue tocrash the net, which
worked well against the Rang-
ers.
fourth rounddraft pickacquired
from LAfor the rights to Barry
Beck. On March 27 the Rang-
ers clinch their first champion-
ship of any kind since 1942 by
winning the Patrick Division.
April: The Rangers beat the
New York Islanders in five
games of a best-of-seven series
by dominating physically, in
goal, on defense and on special
teams. The Islanders battled
until the very end, coming back
from a 5~2 deficit
in game fi veto
make the. fi nal
score 6-5, in favor
of the Rangers.
The Rangers ad-
vance to the divi-
sionfinals against
the Washington
Capitals, who in
theirhistory never
made it out of the
division. The
Rangers are
stunned by the
Capitals in five
.games losing the last, two in
overtime. The season is over.
So, what does this all mean?
Ranger fans are going to have
to be Patient fc;>r another year or
two before their team wins the
Stanley Cup. In August, the
Rangers were withouta G.M., a
coach, a farm team and direc-
tion. Now, they have a budding
executive superstar.as a G.M.,
whocouldone day rival the likes
of Bill Torrey, Scotty Bowman
and Lester Patrick, a "retread"
coach with a great deal of love
headsofSmithandNeilson. The
nadir comes January 8, a 7-5
loss at the hands of the hated
Penguins at MOO, where ,fans
booed, chanted "last place," "we
suck," and "Neil must go." The
fans vacated the building after
the Pens had built a 6-2 lead
after two periods on four goals
by MarioLemiuexc Mike Rich-
ter is brought up from Denver
to playa "meaningless" exhibi-
tion game against the Soviet
Wingsandearns a spot with the
team. Tomas Sandstrom and
Tony Granato are traded to the
Los Angeles Kings for center
Bernie Nicholls, a trade met
with an enormous amount of
skepticism by the "knowledge-
able" fans in the Garden blues.
February / March: The Rang-
ers drive for the playoffs. They
acquire MikeGartner, a 30year
old speedy high scoring right
wing for Ulf Dahlen, a 23 year
old slow-footed. .plumber who
works around the net and a
Prince ofWales
Conference Finals:
Boston VB. Washington
Coaching: Mike Milbury in
his rookie season tookBoston to
a number one finish, and then
in the playoffs, the Bruins beat
~e~~yH~md~~~s~d
easily beat their rivals, the
Montreal Canadiens. For
Washington, Terry Murraywas
a mid-season replacement for
bigbrotherBryan. Bryanfailed
every year, even with more tal-
ent. Terry took the Caps to May
for the first time ever. What
else can he do? We'll see.
GoaItendlng: BostonhasAndy
Moog and Reggie Lemelin,. two
of the league's best. Washing-
ton has Mike Liut and the in-
jured Don Beaupre. Liut was
brilliant vs. the Rangers but
shaky against the Devils. Will
the real Liut please come forth.
Offense: The-B's offer big Can
Neeley, John Carter,Craig
Janney and Bobby.Carpenter.
The Caps have playoff super-
star John Druce, Geoff
Courtnall, Dale Hunter, Mike
Ridley and Dino Ciccarelli
(when healthy).
Defell8e: Ray Bourque, Glen
Wesley_and Gary Galley are
stingy, but can provide plenty
ofoffense for Boston. The Caps'
have the. aging Rod Langway ,
Kevin Hatcher.' BobBowIe and
Calle Joban8lOft. All theyhaft
Ranger Fans :
The infamous say-·
.
,
ing, ."Wait until
t "nex year, _means
something now.
Louis. Belfour should get the
start. Edmonton has a solid
,
-a
goalie in Bill Ranford, who has
played very well thus far in the
playoffs.
Offense: Chicago has, a great
front line of Dennis Savard,
Steve Larmer, Wayne Presley
and rookie Jeremy Roenick.
They can score and play very
physical. The Oilershave super-
star Mark Messier, Glenn An-
derson, Peter Klima, Craig
Simpson and Adam Graves.
They hit and score too, but bet-
ter.
Defense: Dave Manson, Doug
Wilson, Keith Brown, Steve
KonroydandTrentYawneywill
try and keep the Oilers guns
away from the net for Chicago
and Steve Smith, Kevin Lowe,
Charlie Huddy and Randy
Gregg will do the. same for
Edmonton.
Intangibles: Chicago has
played two seven game series'
in a row. They may be tired but '
.they haveChieago Stadium as
their seventh, eighth and ninth -
players. The Oilers have been
rested, for' a week after .their
four game sweep of LA
Keys: Special teams. Both
teams take a lot of penalties.
The team that takes the fewest
stupid ones will prevail.
Prediction: Edmonton in
seven. TheOilersbave toomuch
offe~ defense and Ranford.
cynicism and the prevailing
beliefwas.thattherookie G.M.
had made his first mistake in
hiringaso-calledretreadcoach
whohadnomileage left in Hbn.
~eptember: The, Rangers
open training camp with three
straight losses, and already,
the mumbling begins among
fans. They come home and
beat the Islanders in their
home exhibition opener, but
rookie center Corey Millen is
injured by an ille-
gal knee check by
agingTormer Is-
lander star Bryan
Trottier. The
Rangersfinish the
e:rlU'bitlon' season
at MSG with an 8-
6 victory over the
soon-to-be
President's Tro-
phy winners, the
Boston ~ruins,
with a shaky per-
formance by the
kid goaliefrom the
1988U.S. Olympic team, Mike
Richter.
October The Rangers beat
the defending Stanley Cup
champion Calgary Flames 5-4
on opening nightat MSGafter
winning in Winnipeg and Chi-
cago. The team gets offto an 8-
2-1 start and local station
WFAN begins to buzz with
. Stanley Cup talk from over-
anxious fans.
December / January: The
team goes through a 1-11-4
stretch. The fans call for the
Arid Previewing The "Final Four
<:" ••• - ':'
••••
Re-Cap-ping The Rangers' Season
Clarence Campbell
Conference Finals:
Edmonton VB. Chicago
Coaching: Hawks coach Mike_
Keenan has instilled a winning
attitude' on his team. . Oiler
coach John Muckler, in his sec-
ond year, has proved that they
can win without Wayne
Gretzky.
Goaltending: Chicago has a
choice of three goaltenders in
newlyacquiredGregMillenand
rookies EdBelfourandJacques
Cloutier. All threewere usedin
the division finals against St.
By STEVEN SCHEER
It is now May and it's finally
timefor the final fourofhockey.
The Patrick Division champion
vs. the Adams Division cham-
pion and the Norris Division
champion vs. the Smythe Divi-
sion champion. The winners
clash in the Stanley Cup Fi-
nals.
This year it's the Edmonton
Oilers (Smythe), the Boston
Bruins (Adams), the Chicago
Blackhawks (Norris) and the
Washington Capitals (patrick).
Edmonton is the daddy of them
all as they won four cups in the
1980's. Boston was once a
dominant team; Chicago never
made it out of the .Norris Divi-
sion and Washingtonnever
played a game in May - ever!
By DAVE CAPERS
Turn back the clock to Apnl
. 19S9. The New York Rangers
had been swept out of the first
round of the playoffs in four
games by the Pittsburgh Pen-
guins. General Manager Phil
Esposito had transformed the
franchise into a circus rivaling
the Ringling Bros.' operation
that shares Madison Square
Garden during playoff time.
He had fired his coach, Michel
Bergeron on April Fool's Day
with two games remaining in
the regular season. Thisgrand-
stand ploy would fail as the
Rangers would meekly lose the
_'final_two games and be the first
team to be ush~re(foutof the
playoffs. .•
Move forward to May 1989.
Espositoisfired andHappyJack
Diner ofParamountEntertain-
ment (the Rangers' parent
company) told Ranger fans that
their would be a long and thor-
ough search for a G.M, and that
·G.M. would choose his own
coach.
Throughout the summerthere ..
were reports that Scotty Bow-
man, Bob Johnson, Dave King,
and Colin Campbell were to be
named G.M. When the choice
was finally made in August,
~$er fan reaction ran from
"who?" to "are they kidding?"
.The man that was named was
35 year old Neil Smith. The
coach chose by Smith was well-
travelled Roger Neilson, a.k.a. ,
Captain Video. This choice was
also met with some degree of
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GI!T FIRPJ) YOUIDIOT.
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Written and illustrated by The Wayno Draino
THE GAP ·IS SEEKING:
- MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
-FULL / PART-TIME SALESPEOPLE
rosrrroxs ARE AVAIlABLE
THROUGHOUT THE MANHAITA AREA.
APPUCANfS SHOULD APPLY IN PERSON TO
THE GAP AT 113 E.23rd STREET TIJESDAY,
MAY 15th
OR
TlRJRSDAY; MAY 17th.
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Baruch Student Newspaper --
Looking for ambitious people to
do design and layout using
Aldus Pagemaker and Microsoft
Word. No experience necessary.
will train. Easy mobility into
edttorial positions. Call 212-
725-7620 or 7622. anytime.
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New York Exchange -- Looking
for ambitious people to plan and
host parties /events at New York
City nightclubs for professional
elite. Great opportunity for
those wishing to climb the social
ladder. CalI212-439-4700
Q
anytime.
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The Wayno Jii-aino «:hronicles
Last week boys and girls we found out about the !BlCBrm,rgy 1MI$fJ(fJJ,ll;q,~flJ: who ~ive 500 years int~e
future in a paralleluniverse. This week our story continues here on Earth In the year 1
990 WIth
our e{oes Wayne and Jim· working as roadies for the band Guns n' Tulips to earn extra money.
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STATESMEN PROGRESS,
THEN'REGRESS
Hit Rockbottom Versus Woeful CCNY in CUNY
Playoff Opener Laugher ~ "
B STEVEN SCHEER This time ~hey scored 1O. ~ns Crespo said, "Everything that
Y . '.. early. Everyone was hitting.· could have gone wrong today,
The views on the Flonda trip Lopez went 3-3 with three rib- went wrong."
differed but the hope ~as the hies, Barrow had a couple of Barrow continued, "We made
same: start playing better for hits and Washington Zurieta too many mental errors," They
the final push towards the whacked a three-run homer. included poor baserunning,
CUNY Conference play~ffs.. This. game the pitching held misjudging of fly balls and not"
Coach Dan Sheehan said, 'Th.e up. Mark Krawiec (win) and concentrating on grounders.
trip was profitable beca~se It StephenMarx(sav.e)..combined"d .BaJ:uch diG tJivea Iot-of~.
brougnt-tne teamtOgetner.~,. to defeat Lehman 10-4.· ' ·to-eeNY:-Crespo said,· -rJiey
Player Sean Barrow said, .In the two games Rivera went' were the underdogs and were
"Even though the trip was con- batted .500 with 3 RBfs and really psyched up. All of their
sidered a .disaster record wis:e, Lopez was a sizzling .850 with hits were solid - not cheap,
our team has bounced back In five RBfs. and their pitcher hit his spots
all areas of the game." It was then time for the CUNY well. He fooled everyone with
They are both right. The team Conference Tournament at the his deceptive motion.. Lehman
has become one big family and College of Staten Island. and-John-Iay threw fheatf to us
the Statesmen have been play- On this unusually hot day, but this guy threw fast and
inga lot better. Their hitting, Baruch was lucky, or unlucky, slow."
pitching and defense have all as it turned out, to play CCNY. The Statesmen have a chance
improved. Defensively, Baruch Coming into this game, CCNY to redeem themselves in the
didn't turn one double play was 1-20overa11 and 0-10 in the upcoming Knickerbocker Tour-
before the trip. Since their re- conference. narnent whichopensatLehman
turn, the infield has turned But, CCNY picked April 28 to College. The team urges fans to
eight. break out of their season long come down and watch them
. On April 24, the ~tatesmen slump beating the listless play. It's warm andyou can get
played a must WIn double Statesmen 16-4. PitcherJimmy a suntan, too. Barrow says,
headeragainstLe~manCollege, .Crespo said, "Considering they UWearefun to watch. ~emake
a makeupofa nunout. were a weak team, they made every play and every pitch ex-
Baruch looked good as they all of the plays." citing."
banged out fourhomeruns (two Straub was supposed to pi tch The playersgive a lot f?fcredit
byJe~Straub,and one each ~y thisgarnebutwassidelinedwith for their "excitement" to their
Jose Rivera and Alex Lopez) In a twis.te,d.,~kle. Alfie Orta coaching staff. Crespo is very
taking a 6-4'lead into the final started and was rocked for four high on pitching coach Kevin
inning. All they needed was runs in the first inning. CCNY "Skip" McDermott. "He's made
three outs and game one was just kept adding runs through- us better, teaching us the fun-
theirs. First batter, OUT! Two out the game'. Most of them darnentals of pitching. . He's
togo. Nextbatterreaches on an were UN-earned because the helped with mechanics and has
error. Thenextbatter ... BOOM! Statesmencommitted 10errors. good work ethics. He puts us in
A two-run dinger followed by a Only two players (Zurieta and an optimistic frame of mind."
solohomer. Baruch~en.shortin Lopez) didn't commit any. On Coach Dan Sheehan he
the bottom of the inning and Crespo said, "It was like a continues, "He is very suppor-
lost a heartbreaJ.ter 9-8~ , domino effect; once one person tive ofus and still believes that
Lopez explained Baruch s made one, another made one we have enough talent to win."
woes. "Wecouldh~vew~nallof , and so on." Lopez added, "It Towi~ the CUNY Conference
ourCUNYgames, he S&1d, "but was like a plague - very conta- championship the Statesmen
there was no s~pperout of the gious," will have to waituntil nextyear.
bullpen. We JUst needed one Statesmen errors weren't the The team is still young and 20
guy.- only storyofthis game. CCNY's players are returning (five are~e~ was a must. Avn~r pitcher had a no-hitter through graduating). Withan improved
Amio S81d, "We wanted to WIn five innings. It was broken up defense, pitchingand team bat-
both games but after the fi~t by Steve LaSalle in the sixth. ting average this year 8J!d'still
game we knew we had to WID In the sixth and seventh in- improving, the Statesmen may
the second'game to make first nings, when Baruch finally got be the team tobeatnext season.
pJaee.- some hits, poor baserunning
Baruch went. out and, won. snuffed out the rallies..
A~i~'p~ric"B....·~;:ir.icb~Jn:.i28iRGcI.i.e2'oj'
the fi,..'·round of 1Mpfo""" ,....,~
It has been a year ofTark The Shark, crumbling Co-Captains,
a Yankee pitching coach lasting the entire season, the football
Giants "falling"in overtime, theJets being... Well, the Jets. It was
a fall of the Athletics dominating everyone and everything, but a
"Quake heard 'round the world." Leonard drew with Hearns, or
iid h ?ill e.
Foreman dropped Cooney, oh did he. The New York Rangers
won a division title, but left the playoffs with hardly a whimper.
The Knicks underachieved most of the year. The Nets just lost.
Nolan-Ryan, at 43, was and still is the biggest phenomenon in
sports.
I t's time for my semester ending, summer wishes.
To Coach K at Duke: To finally win the last game ofthe season.
To the six Met starters: thirty-five starts each.
To the NHL: Just like last year, a whole new crop of referees.
To the Jet Q.B., whoeverhe may be: An offensive line.
To Oral Hershiser, the Bulldog: A complete recovery.
To the Chameleon: A new profession.
To David Robinson: More televised games.
To Keith H~rnandez: An injury-free end to a fine career and
a Cleveland Indian pennant.
To Big George Foreman: That coveted title shot. And to not
be embarrassed by the outcome.
'ToRoy Hinson; Freedom from the Meadowlands.
To Gregg Jefferies: A baseball glove with Stickum and 200
ropes a year for ten years.
.To-YGgi Berra: ' T~enjoy·life after ·basebalL' " , "
To Ron Greschner; the 16 year vet: To carry Lord Stanley's
Cup around M.S.G..
To Phil Simms, the "true professional: A better year then last.
To Pat Ewing, Charles Oakley, Trent Tucker and Mo
Cheeks: Teammates that want to win as much as you do. ,
To Bobby Knight: NCAA Championship number four.
To Tim McCarver and Ralph Kiner: Another Zabriskie.
To Kiki Vandeweghe: Health. -
To all recovering addicts: One day at a time.
To Michael JQrdan, the man who has almost done it all: An
NBA Championship., .
To Steve Sax, the sparkplug: A return to the ,,?nner's circle.
To Nolan Ryan: More sips from the Fountain of Youth. The
game won't be the same without you.
To Will Clark: A pitching staff.
To Dwight EVans: A healthy back, so you can play the field.
To all Yankee and New York Ranger fans: A happy ending to a
season... Sometime.
And lastly, the Bi-Weekly Yogism: "It ain't over till it's over."
It's over.
Enjoy your summer.
ck YOU!
And Ot1:J,er
$port Thoughts
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